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PART ONE
CONTROLLING THE LIGHT
(NONFICTION)
in
PATHS
I don't know who 1would be today if 1had not had land when 1was young. Raised in
northeast Ohio, 1grew up with access to the woods stretching for what seemed like a nation
behind our house. Technically, my parents owned only one acre, but try explaining the
concept of property lines to a child.
Now, when 1visit Ohio, I always drive by the house where I spent the first twelve years of
my life. Every lime, I am numb, because what was once my endless wild woods seems so
much smaller. The paths 1made are gone, my forts are dismantled, my favorite climbing trees
are untouched, their scraped bark smooth again. The woods and I have grown, but 1have
grown faster. It ismaddening. Sitting inmy car, not daring to even pull into my olddriveway,
1cannot look enough and 1 cannot look at all.
Facedwith this frustration of watching familiar grounds leaveme, I've developed a
coping mechanism for remembering where I've walked. When I hike, 1need to take pictures
of the trail. People see the photos and say "What's supposed to be in this picture?" and 1say.
"the trail." And they say, "Why would you want to take a picture ofthe trail? Thai's weird."
It's because 1have a secret love affair with the empty path before me and the empty trail
behind me.
Last January, at dusk in the Munn Woods on the west side ofAmes, Iowa, I saw ahuge
snowy owl swallow me with her eyes before she spooked and swooped over my head, earning
the insults of a vortex of nasty crows. I felt her panic, both from me intruding and the crows
attacking. It is never fair that 1get lo see things
like giant white owls for only two seconds, and
that is all the time I have to process this Important
Influential Event. Only if I'm rather lucky do 1
havemy pen and paper, like a good littlewriter,
always prepared for the unusual. But even with
mynotebook and my scribbled phrase that will
spawn thisparagraph, I have to realize the owl is
gone, the first thought is gone, and I'm standing
on the same old path.
To be technical, there is a difference between a path and a trail. The word path has
remained unchanged from itsOld English Anglo-Saxon version, a testament, perhaps, to its
useful simplicity. Besides, paths themselves rarely change. They are efficient from the
beginning. A path is away or track made for orby walking. The path to the garden; the path
to your lover'sbedroom window; the path through the gravesites. It is the line along which a
person or thing moves. The path to the presidency. Apath is your course ofaction.
Trail, meanwhile, is related alongFrench and Latin lines to the word trace. Trail is
less abstract than path - it is the track or scent left bya moving thing, the trace leftbehind,
like a shadow that stays. The trail of exhaust from the ambulance; TheTrail ofTears, the trail
ofpretzel crumbs on aMidwestern beer gut. A trail is a line of things following behind
something else. The trail of tiny ants feasting on warm cheddar muffins; the trail of dust
behind the buffalo. A path becomes a trail if it is a beaten path through a wild region, like the
Lakeshore Trail along the sharp cliffs ofNorthern Michigan, a trail I have hiked three times,
and would hike three hundred, given the chance. Plus, trail is a verb. I am trailing your
warmth in this cold bed.
Path is proactive. It is forward. The path is the plan. It will get you where you want to
go. The trail inherently follows, andyou always trail behind, but trail is happening now.
Once, 1visited Germany, and not knowing German, 1found myself functionally
illiterate for three weeks. For two nights 1cried desperate, expensive tears across the
transatlantic phone cables. But at the end of the first week, I gavemycouragea snap-out-of-it
slap. I left the youth hostel on my own. 1needed to walk, and to walk alone, to find
someplace new and find my way back home, tochallenge the foreign words, to confirm 1did
not need to understand the language to understand the land. Headup, eyes dry,journey in
mind, 1walked across the town of Rissen, Germany, to the banks of the Elbe River.
The Elbe River stretched its cold murky torso to the North Sea. I found what I needed
- a path along a beach. I thought it was odd to have a beach by a river, especially a river in
northern Europe. On the beach, two stunning black dogs played in thedeep sand, pawing
hard after tossed driftwood, snapping the whitest,
sharpest teeth. Their antics were wonderful. Theywere
like the dogs who would have hunted with Beowulf.
I tried to take a picture of this beautiful pair,
their long thick fur shiny even though the daywas
overcast, their bellies and tails tipped with sand and
cool mist, but it was one of those times when I knew
the picture wouldn't serve reality at all. Instead, over
half the pictures I took on my brave outing were
pictures of the path I followed along the river, where I
watched white freighters ghost in and out of themist. 1was horribly tempted to keep walking
until 3found the North Sea, documenting my steps along the way. Instead, I followed a sandy
path into the woods, drawn bycolossal green bushes against thebackdrop of stoic gray trees.
I didn't need to know German to recognize the bushes as Rhododendrons. I was pleased. I
took their picture,composing the photometiculously, with the path, and the Rhododendrons,
and my confidence.
1look only one more path picture in Germany. 1have labeled it carefully in my photo
album —it is the path past the cremation site at the Bergen-Belson concentration camp. When
the camp was discovered during World War H, when Anne Frank's ashes were found behind
its walls, the buildings were immediately burned
because of the threat of cholera. All the allies
dared to leave behind were the paths. Soon, pink
andgreyheather look overmost of theold
foundations. Now, in memorial, apology, and
shame, signs have been erected, explaining how
the gas chambers were right here, the bunk houses
over there; 1,000 bodies in this mass grave; 3,000
bodies in that mass grave.
On the day 1visit, someone has perched hundreds ofpaper origami birds along the
paths in the heather. 1walk every path in Bergen-Belsen alone. The paths skirt the deep green
German pine forest, touched with the frost ofDecember. Beyond the forest, I hear troops
practicing maneuvers. They are firing guns and grinding tanks over frozen mud. Heavy
booms rock the air, followed bymuffled rapid fire. The effect is surreal, anddeadly, and sad,
and the heather grows like little brittle bones.
Most of the time, paths are all about a journey. I havewalked paths in Michigan,
Mexico. England. Scotland. My own backyard. My neighbors' backyards. I've yet to decide
any of these paths have appropriate ends. They can always continue. Let people make their
own paths and they are narrow, the width of feet, not arrow straight, not leading to a gas
chamber or cremation site or the mudfields of war.
Our own paths are logical and lovely. They are not sidewalks. Sidewalksare laid
down before we know where we want to go, and we end up thinking that is the way to go.
What are we walking beside, anyway? If we're going to walk, may it be deliberate, may it be
on the narrow strip of worn dirt, may it make sense in thejourney and not the destination.
^ *
Jr^
HIRT'S GREENHOUSE
I cannot think ofmy surname, Hirt, without simultaneously thinking of the glass and
metal monolith in the center of Strongsville, Ohio, that bears that name. Hirt's Greenhouse,
Inc. has sheltered one comer acre since 1915. Neither thepolitical winds of a changing city
nor the thunderstorms of family grudges have broken the thin glass walls. Foreighty-five
years and four generations, this business of selling plants has sustained and defined my
family. The place is undeniably at mycore.
Last December, 1decided to begin at the beating heart of the greenhouse to fully
understand it, and to try to write about my existence under somany panes of glass. The day
was Christmas - theonly time when what remained of the Hirt family gathered at my
grandparents' house. This Christmas felt different. Hobart Hirt, my grandpa, the octogenarian
patriarch, was in painfully slowheart failure.
Technically, he should have died following any ofhis four heart attacks over the last
six hundred days. ButHobart, who smoked packs of unfiltered Camels, who had always
fought like a stubborn roadside weed, brought his frail frame and his catheter tothe table for
one more family dinner.
Nobody knew ] wanted to dig through the historyof Hirt's Greenhouse, and 1was, as
always, absurdly shy about talking to my relatives. Being ultra-conscious of death's
proximity didn't help.
I was highly spooked
that the post-heart-
attack Grandpa
weighed less than one
hundred pounds, with
his gray hair thick,
long, and standing
straightup. His catheter tube snaked out of his trousers. My grandma, Onalee, also feeble,
apologized for her barefeet. She said her toes were cramping, so she couldn't wear shoes.
Herspinehad a compression fracture, and back brace was on order. I was struck by the
bureaucracy behind requiring a grandmotherto order and wait for a back brace. But Onalee,
forever resilient and probably in a fair bit of denial, had planned lunch and invited everyone
over. My uncle and his wife passed shrimp cocktail and chilled Chardonnay. My dad and
mom and brother anchored one end of the table, with me. Dad's cousin, a perpetual bachelor,
sat somewhere in the middle. They all seemed so few, and so frail, so distant.
The thought of formally interviewing my relatives seemed bizarre, as if I was
pretending to be an outsider in order to get the inside story. I knew my chancy odds of getting
all the answers to all my questions. Still, I wanted to talk to everyone, get all the stories. But
this was hard to do. My notebook waited in my pocket, because I could not get the nerve to
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inlerrupl the polite holiday chit-chat. What was my problem? 1feared there were no easy
answers. 1filled my plate with potato salad and plotted a course ofaction.
1tried being practical. Dates. Establish a time frame and let the family fill in the
blanks. The proverbial flood of memories would wash through Grandma's kitchen like late
afternoon sun.
I asked, "When was the first greenhouse buiit?" I had to ask this, because there were,
by my count, twelve greenhouses, maybe fifteen, all sort of randomly hooked together, under
Hirt's Greenhouse Inc. and Hirt'sWholesale, Inc. Just by looking at the structure (1 wanted to
call it a compound) 1could not really tell which greenhouse was the true heart, the epicenter,
ground zero. Someone would answer this one simple question, then 1would charge on from
there, diving solo into their psyches, rooting out the rhyme and the reason, the desires and
dreams myfamily had, at some point, shared under glass.
But no. Between avoiding cold turkey and spreading pimento dip onTriscuits, 1got
nothing definite. Everyone had aguess, not an answer, and no two guesses were the same.
1915. 1917. 1918. When Grandpa was seven. No, when hewas eleven. Grandpa himself
couldn't remember. CousinPaul swore 1917. Then someone asked, "Paul, which greenhouse
are you thinking of?" 1realized no one was quite sure which greenhouse was the first
greenhouse. Tohell with trying to pinpoint what year.
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Uncle Clare filled my glass with more wine, suggesting 1should have asked Aunt
Maude that question. Aunt Maude, Grandpa's sister-in-law, had been dead two years. Dad
took that moment tomake a typically off-color remark about how it would be hard to talk to
Aunt Maude without using a shovel.
I charted a new course—get the story about theNorth House and the South House,
twin greenhouses with unique rock floors, sandstone pillars, and curved glass sides. Uncle
Clare said something about those old greenhouses coming from an estate. These words poked
Grandpa's mind—suddenly he was alert, talking about the former owner of the signaWre
greenhouses, one Julian Pott, a "tobacco-chewing Belgium" with an appropriate name.
Grandpa claimed the greenhouses were dismantled from their location on a ritzy Chesterland
estate, their collective pieces loaded onto a tmck. When the truck's radiator broke down,
Grandpa recounted, he had to sit on the hood from the entire drive to Strongsville. This was
what he remembered. Everyone was quiet, surprised, I think, that this oldman who was half-
senile andmore than halfway to thegrave could remember the tobacco-chewing Belgium
Julian Pott.
Then, Cousin Paul, enjoying his wine, tookover with his assertions that, first of all,
the singer Jennifer Lopez was incredible sexy, and second, that the greenhouse dynasty
started out as Hirt's Horseradish. "We sold horseradish. Nothing more. There was a demand
for horseradish," he swore, loudly. Later, Cousin Paul confided in mybrother that CuttySark
whiskey and Thunderbird wine afforded the bestdrinking adventures.
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Eventually, we all filter into the living room to fuss over the broken TV, but all 1can
think is, this family is wilting.
To my great-grandfather, SamHirt,
selling vegetables and flowers must have been
the manifestation of his American dream, a
dream he dreamt as an orphan skipping out of
pre-war Austria, bound for redemption and a
new life on new shores. 1don't know much
about Sam. Before his greenhouse venture, before the twentieth century, he found work in a
pickle factory in Wisconsin. He didn't stick with his job. Perhaps the pickling process did not
appeal to Sam. Perhaps, in that factory, he held a slim cucumber, still warm from the fields,
and hewondered how togrow a better cucumber. But by then, which must have been at least
1885, it was possible tomove from wondering to knowing, thanks toGregor Mendel's laws
ofbreeding specific traits, identified in 1865. Did Sam take interest in Mendel's Laws? Did
Sam one day hear news of the success of the Lord and Bumham greenhouse manufacturing
company? Did he know about The Hatch Act of 1887, which provided dollars for horticulture
experiments in every state? Did he think highly ofElmer Smith, aMichigan gardener, who
was justgaining fame for breeding 500 new mum varieties? I'd like to think he did.
However, I nevermet Sam, nor his second wife, Anna,who bore him seven sons and
a daughter. One son remains—my grandpa, the aforementioned Hobart, who is as his name
sounds, which to me sounds stubborn and established and not-going-anywhere. When
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Grandpa was 35. he lingered in acoma, his blood sugar so extraordinarily low that itwas
actually the lowest his doctor ever recorded. My dad does not quite remember this time, but
he remembers the hushed talk of impending death, and he remembers that no one told him
what was happening. And he remembers that his father did not die, went on for another fifty
years, only todefied, again, the doctors' dismal predictions following all four ofhis heart
attacks over the last two years.
The other offspring lived what seemed tome tobe long, grumpy, eventually unhappy
lives, dying from senility and cancer and heart attacks. But one son 1can highlight because he
never aged—Paul Hirt, who died in the English Channel during a horribly misguided World
War One mission. The story is not quite clear. The heroic version is that while his ship, the
Otranto, slowly sank, the crewjumped to the stem of a rescue ship sidling in their violent
wake. Paul Hirt did not succeed in his jump. I know himby the large block of plain gray
granite in the Strongsville cemetery and his portrait posted on the Hirt's Greenhouse website.
His visage lingers in cyberspace, along with the one remaining photo ofhis parents, Sam and
Anna. Theirpersistence in cyberspace is a concept they could not have imagined.
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Before this one death of many deaths in a distant war, the story goes, Sam Hirt was
building a greenhouse his first and favorite son, Paul, would tend when the war was over. So
when that war was over, and no favorite son returned home, the glass walls were left to the
other boys. My grandpa took up the cause. Somewhere down the line, the cousin who raved
about Cutty Sark at Christmas was named in honor of the Hirt family's single wartime
casualty.
My grandparents had three children. My
dad, Alan, bom in 1947, was the youngest. He says
his first memory of the greenhouse is a customer
yelling at his older brother, Clare, because Clare
was mishandling a plant. Dad claims he earned a
quarter an hour, and I believe him. Grandpa's
single-mindedness with the greenhouse required
the profits be funneled right back into the glass
world. I know, from Dad's tales of his childhood.
that family vacations were all about visiting distant greenhouses. 1actually cannot recall
Grandpa talking about anything other than the greenhouse. It is all he has ever known. The
first family home shared acreage with the current greenhouses. Their second home,
constructed in 1950 for $16,000, is still standing a quarter mile down the road. Grandpa built
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another greenhouse in that backyard, big enough for plants, a fabulous in-ground swimming
pool, and grandkids who spent their Sundays trying to splash water on every pane of glass.
At the Christmas dinner where 1 fumble with my questions. Grandpa continually
interrupts to interrogate my dad and uncle about how many Christmas trees they sold this
year. The matter is urgent to him and annoying to me. But when I ask my parents how they
are, they too answer in terms of how the greenhouse is. "We've been busy," for example,
does not mean the "we" of Mom and Dad, but the "we" of the greenhouse, as if the structure
is its own being, a partner, a relative. The greenhouse is a creature with glass skin and
benches for bones. My parents, the workers, and the customers flow through the old veins of
the place, like a loyal bloodforce tending a heart they never quite find but never stop feeling.
The incorporated and official retail version of Hirt's Greenhouse has been around
since 1915.Greenhouse frames built before the worldwars are notable today because they are
wooden, but time and nature have not weakened them. Why? Most old greenhouse frames are
either cypress or redwood. Cypress came from the southern swamps, perhaps the Everglades,
were it grew deep into the water without rotting. Redwood, which 1 think could have come
only from the great stands of California Redwoods, was also suitably resistant to the humid
greenhouse climate. I suppose using redwood and cypress to build greenhouses made sense at
the time, but the political incorrectness makes my head spin. Someone chainsawed California
Redwoods, or drained a pool in the Everglades, to gather materials for a greenhouse in Ohio.
Greenhouses are so usually regarded as wholesome, natural places, but sometimes ail those
glass panes reflect only bullheaded human priority.
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Now, 1can't even tell the frames are any type of wood—they are protected by infinite
layers of thick white paint. On one old door, 1can peer at the chips and scrapes and count
down through four paintings, at lea.«vt. We have made our own growth rings.
r.
A real tour of the place starts at the southwest comer that has been so many things
over four generations and one hundred years. In 1896, Sam Hirt knew it as a plain field. My
brother, Matt, in 2000, knows it as a crowded parking lot. 1 curl a photo in my palm—the
nursery stock field Sam would have recognized, a tidy white greenhouse in the distance. May
22, 1940.
I think the photographer was my grandma. Sixty years later, 1 can stand at her
perspective that day, and that first little greenhouse—Julian Pott's South House—is still
standing. But behind me is a Pizza Hut and a phone company. Across the street is a bank and
a Pontiac dealer. To the east is a trendy megamall. South is strip mall after strip mall. None of
it makes for a good photo. When I look back through the greenhouse photo albums, the
pictures from 1940 show a greenhouse surrounded by wide open spaces. There are many
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construction pictures up through 1970—more change and more clutter. The next cluster is
from 1984, when we annexed the old Texaco gas station, remodeling it as the Flower House.
This was about as far as the
greenhouse could expand - there was
simply no more room. Subsequent
pictures, up through the nineties,
document the encroaching state routes,
both widened to six lanes. My dad
took these pictures as evidence against
the city, who, he knew, would like
someone to tear down the old
greenhouses and offer the land to a
drugstore or gas station. 1 think
whoever took the pictures in the 40's
felt pride in the greenhouse—it was
inherently picturesque, unusual, new. So many pictures from my lifetime were taken in
frustration—frustrations with not enough space for all the success the greenhouse could
sustain, frustrations with a world hungry for pavement and fast cars, frustrations with strong
memories of the past and foreboding hints of the future, of a city that would keep expanding
without regard to the gentle growth of plants.
Now that the state routes have eaten into the original frontage, placing the curb within
fifteen feet of the ornateSouth House, the old entrance to the greenhouse is obsolete.
A
\iM
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Progress, aword my mom and dad say with disillusionment, has demanded that the huge
plate glass windows ofthe original entrance be boarded over. Thus, there are two new
entrances—one through the former Texaco station on the north side, the other through one of
six plastic hoop houses, bordered by abrown picket fence on the south side.
The picket fence's gale opens into the second hoop house. Before the city widened the
road {which was how 1came tounderstand the unfairness ofeminent domain) the hoop house
area was simply an open space for juniper bushes and cherry trees, piles ofpumpkins and
endless rows ofcut Christmas pines. It was my private playground, my link to the seasons. I
clearly remember me and Matt and our dog, Misty, waiting late on aDecember night for
Mom and Dad to lock the last of the doors so we could run down the long row of pines,
Misty hurtling past us.
Now, 1stand in thehoop house, and everything is so small, since I am not, since the
wide open space is gone.
1enter the Garden Store. Tilted racks of seeds on the right, pallets of fertilizer, a
sharp, gritty stink. I know, like I know my name, not to touch spilled fertilizer, not to break
the tinted bottles of malathion, diazinon, cygon. This space is chemical and 1never stay long.
I'm suspicious of the symbolism behind walking these chemical aisles before ever seeing any
plants. It speaks to thefact that we do not yet understand how to mingle politely with the
"natural world," which we for some reason tend to separate from the "human world." In the
Garden Store, there are canisters of dust for killing hungry caterpillars and sharp
diatomaceous earth for slicing the bellies of slugs. Turquoise fertilizer beckons like a jewel.
There are aerosols for numbing wasps from twenty feet, sprays for spiders and traps for rats.
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All the tools, weapons, whatever, for whatever it is we're all doing in ourgardens. The first
gardeners. Adam and Eve, thoroughly messed up their chances, so it's not so unusual that all
their descendants have yet to figure out how to maintain harmless harmony.
Past the Garden Store is the threshold where greenhouses spread on three sides.
My favorite greenhouse is the North House, sister to the South House. I have always
liked the rock floors, the curvedglasseaves, the sandstone pillars, and the simplewhite water
fountain. The North House has, at various times, nurtured all the weird plants—the Venus Fly
Traps in plastic cups, the bromeliads glued to planks, the pink cacti grafted onto green cacti,
the microcosms of fabulous glass terrariums, the Bonsai trees, the Amaryllis bursting into
audacious flowers. 1was five, and 1played in the back comer withmyherd of Breyerhorses.
1was fifteen, working on a Saturday, and I lingered in the North House because no one was
there. 1am twenty-five, visiting, and theNorthHouse is myNorthStar.
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The other greenhouses are huge, like obedient work horses. The two largest are fused
into one - each is 200 feel long, peaks twenty feet high, frames of sturdy redwood, but there
is no middle wall. Off the end is another smaller greenhouse, wedged against the old gas
station, with sloping concrete floors. There is a photo of me, hair in soft baby curls, standing
on a bench in one of these greenhouses, Christmas poinsettias behind me to the vanishing
point. 1am grinning, almost laughing. Dimples everywhere. Hallmark levels of cuteness.
Mom has tied a red ribbon in my hair. Dad has given me a candy cane. 1suppose this was the
picture they sent in all the Christmas cards that year.
Command central, the catalogue-cluttered mission control, is the little honeycomb of
offices near the Garden Store. Mom's desk faces out the huge picture window. Dad
commands the comer, his computers, printers, and modems humming. On his map of the
nation, corsage pins stick in states where he's mailed products through Internet orders. This
year he's mailing vials of bobcat urine. It's a namral repellent. He buys it from a wholesaler
in Vermont anddoesn't ask questions. All the keys to all the locks, all the delivery vans, hang
on a plain rack1made in junior high. Here the greenhouse is business. Here everyplant is
counted in pennies, in profits.
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There was a time when I sal in this office and drew pictures for hours, or bothered
Mom for spare change for the gumball machine. I worked there, withmy own set of keys, but
now I am the perpetual visitor. I have to wonder how much of a difference there is between a
visitor and a stranger. Patient ghosts curl againstmy back, braiding my hair with memories.
They tug and whisper, the glass of thisplace makes it easy to see through.
On a recent visit home, I went slinking through the greenhouses, fascinated, as
always, by everything. In the South House, Dad andMatt had torn down the old benches,
clearing a space for blue hexagon pools of water plants. Theywere growing water lilies,
blooming in luscious pastels, and huge, wet, exotic things, like bamboo. The atmosphere,
with fountains and hanging baskets overflowing with green, was intoxicating. Dad pointed
out the practicality of the change—the voracious chain stores, like K-Mart, Wal-Mart, and
Lowe's, were now offering the usual houseplants, but they did it so cheaply that greenhouses
like ours needed to offer oddities like water plants. There was a time when that approach
would have been exorbitant. Now, it was necessary.
Between the pools stood ornate Angel Trumpet trees, their thin limbs heavy with long
flowers, like tissue trumpets. 1counted eight trees, including one exotic specimen with white
and green leaves. None were for sale. The Angel Trumpets, once classified as Daturas but
recently reclassified as Brugmansias, belong to my parents. Come summer, Dad places them
strategically in the backyard in their heavy whiskey barrels. Angel Trumpet flowers, almost
eight inches long and five inches wide, open only in the evenings, and they hang demurely,
unlike most flowers spreading themselves wide for bees. They look like atomic Easter Lilies.
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Elsewhere in the greenhouse, fifty young Brugmansias lined a bench, simple green
babies not yet hinting at their tall elegance and unusual flowers. Dad swept his hand across
them, with an explanation. "They are clones," he said. "All genetically identical. Grown from
a tissue culture." He hoped they would be an unusual favorite, another way to lure customers
away from the marts.
1was always intrigued by the most expensive item in the greenhouse. Usually, it was
a mature Bonsai tree, not unreasonable with its $200 price tag. But this year. Dad had
purchased two ornate, free-standing terrariums, each $300. He said they were from
Communist China. They looked like Jittle glass houses, complete with peaked, hinged roofs,
welded frames, and an aura of antiquity—fancy miniature greenhouses.
In one, Dad set up what he referred to as The Vietnam Village. An Asian figurine, not
necessarily Vietnamese, posed beside an Asian-looking hut with a sweeping roof and ornate
comers. Ever the cynical cultural critic. Dad claimed thai once an hour, he had an American
Armyfigurine "bomb the hell out of the village." He laughed maniacally over this. During
the real Vietnam, he was Second Lieutenant Hirt, tank commander with the Hell on Wheels
Division. Of his platoon of 104, 100went to the jungles, and four stayed behind in the states.
Mom and Dad ended up in Fort Hood, Texas, where, saysMom, their simple gameplan was
to get out of the army alive.
In the other terrarium, hiding under wide leaves, was a slick gray frog. He looked like
wet lint. Despitebeing gray, he was definitely not a toad—just tropical and far from home.
Matt and his girlfriend Chrissy, who also worked at the greenhouse, fed the frog crickets.
Chrissy named him Atrayou. His name tag was taped, without explanation, to the metal
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frame. 1recognized the name—Airayou wasthe hero-boy from the movie The Neverending
Sior}-. When 1complimented Chrissy on her choice ofnames, she was delighted that I caught
the reference. "No one knows who Atrayou is," she said.
In The NeverendingStory, the recentlymotherlessBaslian escapes from his cruel
world into a book, where he follows the adventures of the young Atrayou, who has to outwit
monstrous obstacles to save a princessand the world of Fantasia from The Nothing. The
movie was one of my favorites—1 had a crush on the barechested Atrayou and I wanted his
fast white pony or hisLuck Dragon. I completely understood themetaphor. Fantasia was
imagination, andThe Nothing, personified bya storm and a green-eyed beast, was the
dreadful result of ignoring imagination. And it was brilliantly clever. As Atrayoufaces his
otherwordly challenges, the troubled real-world Bastian is obsessed with finishing the book,
because he is slowly realizing he is part of the narrative. He understands that finishing the
book parallels with Atrayou finishing his quest.
Like stories within stories, the fancy terrariums were greenhouses within greenhouses.
They were little nooks enticingpeople to create theirmost fabulous miniamre gardens—the
neatest landscapes imaginable, left to flourish in a near-perfect environment. But what is
interesting is that terrariums only give the illusion of a tiny wild scene. Really, they allow an
absurd amount of control. We decide what plants to include in this ideal world; we plan their
arrangement, their aesthetic. Terrariums let us play god. So do greenhouses.
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To: jhiri@iasiaie.edu
From: hinsgreen@cs.com
Subject: (no subject)
Date: Sat, 26 Feb 2000 06:42:22 -0500
Jennifer,
The global warming has brought spring to the greenhouse early, I hope. People are
already buying seeds and soil and asking about the tomato plant sale. We have managed to
procure seeds of the rare "Peter Pepper." It is very hoi and very phallic. I plan to use it in a
large ad to piss off the religious right. Do you remember "thistle" seed for finches? It is call
"Niger" seed in India. There is a movement to change the name because some people call it
"Nigger" seed.
Love Dad
There are two obscure plants jokes that make the rounds at the greenhouse. The first
is to take an obviously dead plant that is appropriately brown and withered and call it a
Rootless Brown. The second is about the popular littleplant known as a Wandering Jew.
When Dad was the expert gardener on a local news broadcast, Howie Mandel was once the
guest host. Dadmentioned theWandering Jew andMandel said, "Don't you have any
Wandering Methodists?"
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Hirt's Greenhouse went online about three years ago, at www.hirts.com. Dad
designed the website himself, ihen jumped into some web advertising schemes. For awhile,
on Infoseek, if anyone did a search on "seeds," the Hirt's Greenhouse banner would top the
screen, with a quick link to the homepage. He claims "e-tail" success is a matter of winning
"the battle of the search engines." It doesn't matter what you're selling - it's how you sell it.
Dad confides that he never imagined a greenhouse could find success online, but last year,
Internet sales reached $35,000.
Most notably, they sold 2000 saffron bulbs and lots of Castor Beans. Saffron bulbs,
when they bloom, produce the strands of saffron that flavor and color Spanish Rice. They are
prized among gourmet cooks. Castor Beans, aside from the medicinal purposes of Castor Oil,
contain ricinus. A small amount of ricinus, spread with devious intent, causes fatal
convulsions. The beans themselves are harmless, and the process of deriving ricinus is
complicated, although a white supremacist group in Alabama is known to have one bottle of
the stuff. Dad tends to not be overly concerned about who is buying Castor Beans for what
purpose. "Besides," he says, "Castor plants are beautiful, with big leaves."
A number of carefully-selected search words will bring up the Hirt's link. There are
the expected words: seeds, gardening, organic, repellent. There are unusual words, designed
to bring in the specialty customers who know what they are looking for: heirloom, for the
hard-to-find, not-genetically-altered heirloom tomatoes, with names like Brandywine and
Hillbilly, and heavenly, for the Heavenly Blue Morning Glories, also hard to find. Finally,
there is urine, because Dad found a seller of a natural repellent - animal urine - bobcat, wolf,
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fox. For awhile, selling animal urine over the blemel to frustrated gardeners nationwide was
a most lucrative venture.
Having ihe greenhou.se online is exciting, but il speaks, ultimately, to a larger
problem. "We are adying breed," says my dad, with amix of sadness and fondness, because
perhaps he knows he fought the good fight on one acre of land in Northeast Ohio. The truth
of the times is thai consumers have changed the way they shop, and the horticulture industry
perfected the methods for not only mass producing but mass controlling plants. This
combination has given the "marts" an edge, because they have the resources to order and sell
plants faster and cheaper than any small business dares to do. To further tighten the choke
chain, the marts can fine their suppliers up to amillion dollars aday for a late delivery. So the
mass-growers end up offering inferior products faster to apublic that is ultimately concerned
with spending as little as money as possible under the illusion that they are getting adeal.
Really, it ought to be an honor to pay top dollar for a quality plant.
In the rush to offer cheap plants, it's no secret that quality is sacrificed. Take
geraniums, for example. Through hybridizing, growers were able to develop acompact,
sturdy geranium. The advantage ofthis particular hybrid was that itwas stackable on narrow
shelveswithin semi-trucks. It wasconvenient. Other than that, it was a poor hybrid, with
unremarkable flowers and a tendency to die. Plus, themore a plant is hybridized and
genetically manipulated, the less scent its flowers offer. The notion ofbuying aplant for its
fragrance isjust about obsolete now anyway, which is a profound loss.
The greenhouse still has its finest hour, however, an hour the profit hounds haven't
found a way to cut short. Every spring, my dad and uncle orchestrate a huge sale - over
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eighty types of tomato seedlings, from the rare Black Prince tomato tounusual Serbian
varieties and the popular BigBoys and Early Girls; every pepper from theorange Dutch
hybrids to the painfully hot Habeneros; hundreds ofherbs; the slate's largest selection of
Asian vegetables, like Bok Choy and Fuzzy Gourd; and every perennial possible, including
trendy offerings from the exclusive Bressingham Gardens inEngland.
The marts have a hard time getting the edgeon spring sales. Since growers can't use
growth-regulators on seedlings, they cannot be effectively shipped over long distances. Thus,
the hometown greenhouse always wins come Spring. Ironically, Dad is now offering
seedlings for sale on thewebsite. Hewill box them up and ship them overnight, to those
hard-core customers who like to buy living things over the Internet.
As if proofof this victory, myparents sent me a cookbook a few months ago- Pizza
Napoletana! It's a cookbook for the pizza purist, listing complicated and traditional pizza
recipes and their prized ingredients. Mom has marked page 108 - an index listing "Ingredient
Resources." Between the Food Matters company in San Francisco, apparently reliable for
their imported mozzarella di bufalo, and the Manicaretti company inOakland, purveyors of
salt-cured capers, is Hirt's Greenhouse, Strongsville, Ohio, sellers of SanMarzano tomato
seeds.
If you want to make a true margherita pizza, you need to use crushed San Marzano
tomatoes in the sauce. Fine pizzas are made according to the pizza DOC, or denomination of
controlled origin, which is a guideline for which ingredients truly constitute a pure pizza. San
Marzano tomatoes are the first choice for sauce. Ideally, you would find them in the rich
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volcanic soil of the San Marzano fields in Campania. Italy. But if a trip to Italy doesn't work
for vou. call Hirt's Greenhouse in Strongsville, Ohio.
It's odd that as Hirt's Greenhouse expands, via cyberspace, to reach any green garden
with a computer nearby, back in real time I know I amwatching its final hours. Mygrandpa
will not live much longer, will soon follow his brothers, will head up to some great
greenhouse in the sky. I long ago stopped working at the greenhouse. My brother still works
there, the patriarchal end of the line as far as male Hirtsgo.My dad and his brother, in their
fifties with thirty years of the business behind them, listen to million-dollar real estate offers.
Ironically, one tempting offer came from a pharmacy, whose shelves would no doubt be
stocked with herbal supplements, standingon the ground where benches of living herbs used
to grow. Although I don't like to think about it, I know that someday the land will sell and the
old greenhouses will be torn down. I don't know howone destroys a greenhouse. Will I want
to be there when it happens? I imagine it will be quick and loud, all those glass panes forced
down onto cement. It will be a sound I hear once and never again. If the day is sunny, the
glints from the billions of shardswill be stunning. I will slip some into mypockets,or take
splinters of redwood frame. I will behold, for the briefest of moments, the open space that
must have caught Sam Hirt's breath in 1896.
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CONTROLLING THE LIGHT
In sixth grade, Ms. Linder was always having us do artsy-craftsy assignments, much
to the discontent of the othersixth grade teacher, the highly feared nine-fingered Mr.
Simmons, a disciplinarian and by-the-book educator. We loved Ms. Linder's artsy
assignments with the same intensity we feared Mr. Simmons and his missing finger, which,
he said, had either been cut offby a Samurai Warrior or severed in a bread factory accident.
One ofMs. Linder's assignments was to write and illustrate a color poem, where we
chose a color and whipped up lines such as, "I am red like a rose because I have so much
love" or "1 am orange like an orange, healthyand sweet." Ms. Linder loved it, all this
sentimental sixth grade bravado about what colors we thought we were. She posted our
poems in the hall, while Mr. Simmons grumbled about how writing color poems wasn't
helping anyone learn multiplication tables.
I'm pretty sure I wrote about being purple, probably with saccharine lines about
purple unicorns and purple pants and puiple grapes. Given the fact that my family owned a
greenhouse and from day one I was surrounded by plants, 1have towonder why 1never wrote
about being green, or even why Ms. Linder didn't point out to me that I could have written a
kick-ass poem about being green, because ifanyone was going to be green, it was going to be
Jen Hirt, whose parents owned Hin's Greenhouse, in Strongsville, Ohio.
The word greenhouse is so familiar-it is like my name. Ithas been, after all, attached
to my last name for longer than I've been alive. In sixth grade, 1must have rationalized that a
color one lives with everyday is not worthy of apoem - so of course Ichose purple, that
mystical, luscious, elusive beauty.
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As a kid, however, I didn't really think loo much about the word purple. Instead, 1
would wander around the greenhouse, mulling over the word that 1 saw as the second half of
my last name. Logically, I knew that calling the greenhouse a greenhouse wasn't quite right.
It wasn't green. It was clear. But it wasn't really clear either—whitewash coated some of the
panes, to protect the plants from too much sun. So that made it a whitehouse, but that wasn't
anymore correct than greenhouse. Was it a glasshouse? That was the best conclusion I could
reach. I suspect the name glasshouse never caught on because while it accurately described
the structure, it did nothing to promote what was under all that glass - every manifestation of
green. Tender spring seedlings, deep hearts of ivy, a beard of moss, a lush pot of foliage. 1
promise you, I've seen green, and what I've seen warrants much more than a simple color
poem.
The word green is Anglo-Saxon. Linguists have identified its Germanic root' which
is the very beginning of the word green as we know it today. The root is ghar, referring both
to the slate of being the color green and the quality of glowing or shining. Another word with
the ghar root is glass, with emphasis on the quality of shining. This is appropriate because
when it comes to thinking about greenhouses, you can't avoid thinking about the glass above
all the green.
The compound word greenhouse is a completely American term. In Europe, from
Italy to Holland, the structures were given the utilitarian term oiforcing houses, because thai
is what they did - they forced plants to mature in a controlled environment. Before that, the
distant relatives of modem greenhouses were theEuropean orangeries of the high royalty, the
first of which was built in 1591 at the University of Pisa, Italy. An orangerie, as writer John
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McPhee documents wonderfully in his book. Oranges, was a structure with a southern wall
of glass that housed mature citrus trees. The trees bore fresh fruit year-round, and were a true
sign of wealth and luxury.
I have been in one orangerie. When I visited the Charlottenburg Castle near Berlin,
Germany, 1ate a lunch of soup and wine in the orangerie, converted into a classy restaurant.
The south side was still all glass, although more for the ambiance rather than for the precious
light, since tables and menus had replaced the living trees. What was once the place were
servants grew food was now the place where servants served food. I don't recall that they
served oranges.
As I sal in that lovely old place, I had a clear sense of how the human race has truly
worked hard at tricking everything. The Charlottenburg Castle is a masterpiece of illusion -
scenes of the sky are painted on the ceiling, with celestial beings looking down lovingly, and
rooms are dripping with the illusion of gold trimmings. I lost track of the number of tables
and chairs with clawed feet. 1couldn't even begin to deconstruct the massive gardens,
stretching geometrically behind the castle, the epitome of order. Instead, I mused at the
gigantic Salvador Dali sculpture out front. It was part of Persistence ofMemory - the
dripping copper clock, slung over a barren branch, countering notions of the stability and
reliability of time. Across the street, the orangerie stood as an ancient monument to the first
sweet success of ignoring the seasons, of ignoring time.
Occasionally at Hirt's Greenhouse, my dad would order a few miniature orange trees.
They would arrive heavy with globes of tiny green oranges—absolutely curious and,
ultimately, irresistible. I begged to know when the little oranges would ripen, when I could
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have one. But I was told these trees were ornamental, their fruit not like the oranges from the
store. I understood, then, that plants were sometimes status symbols, like cars, like houses,
like bracelets. When no one was watching, I picked a miniature orange and kept it in my
pocket all day. No plants were above me.
In the sixteenth centurygreenhouses of Europe, maintaining the living treasures of
traders and explorers was a prime goal - the idea ofusing greenhouses to provide produce for
the commoners was still generations away. Travelers would gather specimens of new and
exotic plants, like orchids, orpalms, ofcacti, and transport them back home to nurture them
under glass. Greenhouses were more like living museums, orbotanical gardens, meant to
showcase first and cultivate second.
The idea of the orangerie made it to America. In the 1780's, GeorgeWashington built
a greenhouse atMount Vemon. However, he wanted more than oranges - hewanted
pineapples. And he got them, orperhaps his gardeners got them for him. As an afterthought,
he also accepted a gift fromKing LouisXVIof France - a shipment of exotic plants.
The gift would have included the "hot" exotic plants of the era - things like brilliant
orchids, their bare woody stems layered with flowers, or bromeliads from the tropics, with
their cupped leaves holding water. Both specimens were prizesof eager explorers, and they
became the gifts of kings. Lx)uis gave George the gift of life, 1suppose, as sentimental as it
sounds. And these plants were prized because they were new and unusual. Someone who
could successfully raise them must have been seen as having almost mystical powers.
While Washington's greenhouse was one of the most well-known, it certainly wasn*t
the first greenhouse in America. About sixty years earlier, a wealthy man named Andrew
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Faneuil built a greenhouse at hisBoston estate, and in 1764, James Beckman established his
greenhouse inNew York. Beckman's proximity to the trade hub ofNew York fostered the
concept of using greenhouses asmore than ornate homes for the strange specimens of distant
lands and rich men. The first "modem" greenhouse, meaning that it was more useful than it
was fancy, was built in 1800on an estate in Massachusetts.
The oldest greenhouse still standing is inFairmount Park, Pennsylvania. It was built
around 1850, but that fact is overlooked because Fairmount Park is a popular stop on the
Civil War circuit, not the greenhouse circuit, which doesn't even exist. This greenhouse
wouldn't be around today were it not for one tiny, seemingly irrelevant development in 1737
- the inventionof putty. Someone literally put the idea of putty and glass together, creating a
wayto safely, easily, andefficiently secure the glass to its frame - so efficient that it's kept
the Fairmount Park greenhouse intact for 150 years.
I've always thought that glass is what makes a greenhouse. To be a true greenhouse,
says my dictionary, a structure has to have a roofand sides made almost entirely of glass, and
the purposeof the structure has to be for growing plants. Gardeners will challenge the
"almost entirely of glass" clause, now that plastic sheeting is more affordable than glass.
Certainly, one can argue that a true glass greenhouse is a lot more authentic than plastic
stretched over a frame.
As Robert Aldrich outlined in a 1999 Greenhouse Grower article about greenhouse
development through the ages, the earliest structures used the concept of glass long before
glass was even an attainable commodity. They used mica. The Romans, craving cucumbers,
grew the vegetables under sheets of mica, because mica was thin enough and transparent
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enough to let light through, yet itkept the delicate cucumbers from the harsh elements. This
discovery must have been one of those momentous occasions, probably serendipitous as well.
1can imagine a Roman leaving a sheet ofmica propped against a pillar, only to return days
later to see vigorous sproutsstretching up thewarm translucent stone.
Glasswas both popular and affordable only for the first half of the twentieth century,
before it was replaced with plastic. Plastic wascheaper andmore flexible. Today,many
greenhouses arecovered byplastic. But plastic is plastic.
The word plastic has a derogatory connotation. Calling something plasticmaybe a
statement of fact, but it's also sort of an insult. Plastic is definitely not as highly valued as it
once was - consider the inherent worth of plastic Jesus lawn ornaments. Consider what it
means to call someone plastic. Themessage behind plastic was that it was not permanent. It
was expendable. Yet while it was expendable, itwas simultaneously touted for its strength.
Who hasn't dropped a plastic bottle and been thankful it didn't shatter? Plastic can survive
Armageddon, or you can just toss it out with the newspaper.
Even with the wonders of plastic, greenhouses remain uncommon, and often a luxury
to build, to own, or to even visit. It's true they have moved beyond the opulence of the
orangeries, now that our grocery store shelves are lined with citrus and pineapples. It's not
unusual to find little backyard greenhouses throughout suburbia. You can buy kits at the
hardware store, or order blueprints with the cUck of a mouse button. Still, to own one - to
build one - is something you do when you have time and money and ambition, as well as
space. It's something to build when you've decided you're successful. My grandfather on my
mom's side has his own greenhouse in Texas. He raises orchids on a hill overlooking Lake
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Livingston. Both the building ofthe greenhouse and the growing ofthe orchids is his hobby,
his enjoyment in his retirement. With respect to ambition, 1consider my friends at the Silver
Creek Farm in Ohio who resourcefully built a greenhouse from scrap wood and plastic hoops.
With NPR buzzing from a radio, they seed, by hand, a farm's worth of vegetables and
flowers, all raised organically.
Orchids and organic vegetables are specialty items - they demand patience and
knowledge. When I catch a glimpse ofa backyard greenhouse, the glass blurry with the
humidity of breathing leaves, I have towonder what well-tended plants live inside, what
ambitions and dreams the owner has folded into warm dark soil. Sometimes I think we tend
plants for only two reasons, either memory or hope. People often reminisce about plants from
their childhoods, recallingthe heavy lilacs framing a path, perhaps even reciting a poem
fragment, when lilacs last in the dooryard bloomed. They will remember vegetable gardens
andwedding flowers, autumn leaves pressed between wax paper, nipping dandelion heads,
dancing breathless through rows ofcom, enjoying the not-so-bad crunch ofdirt on a fresh
carrot. And theywill try to conjure these plants again and again. Theywill plant gardens like
their grandmothers did.
I remember the ghostly sheaves of SpanishMoss from the trees around my
grandparents' house inTexas. We would box up the stuff and take it back toOhio, where the
florists at our greenhouse would use it in centerpieces. 1remember our woods in August,
choked with a tall weed my brother and 1called Celery Plant, because the stem broke like a
celery stalk. Really, it was a Jewel Plant, and if you had a particularly nasty bug bite, a dab of
Jewel Plant juice would cease the itch. 1remember the giant palm in our living room, so big I
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could hide behind it when I didn't want to go to bed. Our dog destroyed it, frond by frond,
one evening whenno one was home. 1remember myparents callingme to relate the sad news
about the untimely demise of their BradfordPear, which, in full red autumn glory, had
succumbed to an early ice storm and split down the middle.
But right now, I'm not lending plants out of memory. I have no space for a garden, no
woods full of Celery Plant, no place for a sapling to honor a lost Bradford Pear. Instead, I've
invested hope in two unlikely houseplants.
One is a draceana "com plant" tree, now six feet tall with wide stiff leaves arching
from a thin trunk with rough rings, like a coconut tree. I bought my draceana at a garage sale
for eight dollars, haggle down from ten with the promise that I would also buy a Monopoly
set with missing cards and two thimbles. The tree was willed and dusty and was too tall for
its thin plastic pot. Propped up in that driveway, surrounded by an Ethan Allan living room
set, it looked exasperated. I couldn't resist-1 knew a draceana tree like that would sell for
$60 in a greenhouse, and all it needed was a bigger pot and a good long drink. I had hope.
When I spotted an elegant philodendron left outside my neighbor's apartment one
chilly February night, I took action as if they'd left an elderly relative at the curb for the
garbage truck. My neighbors had deemed the philodendron too big, too much trouble. It was
big. It was a philodendron selloum - a "tree" philodendron. Some of the notched leaves were
a foot long, at the ends of thin arching stems. The whole plant was about three feet across.
My neighbors said I could have it. I hauled it inside, extracted the cigarette butts and broken
pencils from its soil, and cut back all the leaves, which unfortunately froze as the plant sal
outside. Today it has ten new leaves, and if I had a greenhouse, this philodendron would be
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myprized display. It is what 1want to nurture now. I sit on the couch, next to the
philodendron on its milk-crate pedestal, like it'smy new roommate. 1poke around for new
leaves. It gets filtered water and fertilizer sticks and the best afternoon sun.
Whatever feel-good vibes I draw from the earthy scents ofa freshly watered
philodendron, Ican't escape the simple fact that greenhouses are about humans maintaining a
controlled environment around plants. Greenhouse progress has been measured in scientific
advancement, most notably the discovery of photoperiodism - that the amount oflight
controls the degree ofgrowth. That is how, for example, growers can produce thousands of
bright red Christmas poinsettias at one time, orhow they can force daffodils to bloom in
February. Controlling the light has unspeakable power in the plant world.
I've always been aware of the careful control at work in Hirt's Greenhouse. The place
is outfitted with an alarm system that monitors the temperature - should it drop suddenly, or
spike with heat, the alarm automatically calls my dad and my uncle. Overhead are long rows
of vents that my uncle still opens manually, spinning awhite wheel that turns old cogs that
lift the vents. They control the air flow. Elsewhere, thin black tubes, like string licorice, bring
water to hanging baskets placed in the upper eschelons ofgreenhouse space. These are
spaghetti tubes, named, 1suppose, because if spaghetti were black, itwould look like these
tubes. My brother and I, when we were little, didn't care that the plants needed water-we
would steal the spaghetti tubes and whip each other's arms with them.
Control in our greenhouse goes beyond the plants, however. On arecent visit, I
stopped mid-step when Ispotted aclose-circuit TV in the office. "Security cameras,"
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explained Dad. He showed me a few prominent cameras in the greenhouse, panning over
tempting seedlings. "But those are decoys, so the customers know they are being watched.
The real ones are hidden." He .seemed pleased with himself. I thought he was paranoid, or
perhaps boredom got the best of him, so he spent the day outfitting a glass building with
more ways to see.
Knowing all the degrees of control in our greenhouse, 1was always perplexed when
customers swooned over all the natural beauty in a greenhouse, because the concept of
natural mingles with the concept of wild, which does not mingle with the concept of control.
Is there anything truly natural, even wild, in a greenhouse? Hirt's Greenhouse sells a wide
selection wildflowers —even sold the rare and exquisite pink ladyslipper, before the
ladyslipper was declared endangered. The controversy around selling wildflowers is that they
have to be gathered, not grown, or else they wouldn't be wild. So when the wild status of the
pink ladyslipper became precarious, it became illegal to gather, and thus illegal to sell.
To me, the bench of wildflowers was always just another bench—not a big deaJ.
Once, however, a concerned woman cornered my dad and started to criticize him for the
immoral practice of selling wildflowers.
1stopped pricing boxes of slug bait, intrigued at first not by what the woman was
saying, but by the tension in her voice. She spoke like an activist, like a soccer mom who had
chaired many a PTA meeting. She spoke like she'd planned the attack. Armed with facts
about shrinking wild habitat, about consumerism, about shady greenhouse trading, she laid
out hercase in fierce sentences. 1watched her try tobait my dad into her trap, like the slug
bait I was pricing would lure the dumb mucus of slugs to their deserved death.
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In her mind, selling wildflowers had the moral equivalent of poaching exotic animals.
Furthermore, she continued, it wasn't right to tromp through the woods and dig up
wildflowers and contain them in cold plastic pots, reduce them to a dollar amount, and let
them leave in the hands of the uneducated public. It was as if we were selling tigers. Her
request, nearing the climax of feverish demand, was that Hirt's no longer sell truly wild
wildflowers. Instead, we should abide by the ethics of preservation, the mantra of "take only
pictures, leave only footsteps."
I watched my dad take a deep breath and cross his arms. Launching into his rebuttal,
he sort of avoided the woman's point of contention, and instead explained how, in his
opinion, the environmental impact of building more greenhouses to house cultivated
wildflowers would be more harmful than hand-picking specimens in the wild. He listed the
dilemmas behind making the glass, the steel, the cement, as well as the cost of maintenance,
ultimately passed on to the consumers, who, he clarified, were all safe and snug in their
environmentally unsound suburbs.
A littlesurprised but not silenced, thewoman kept on with her case, claiming shehad
researched our particular wildflower supplier and found him questionable. Whether or not
that was true, 1was taken with the implicit assumption that perhaps our culture hadn't really
thought about our "good intentions" when it came to gardens.
Really, how pompous and presumptuous are we to think we can take wildflowers and
tuck them neatly into our gardens without disrupting their natural habitat even in minor ways.
I imagine these displaced beauties must cower at the sight ofhigh-performance super hybrids,
perfected, if you want to call it that, in a carefully controlled greenhouse.
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Il's interesting to note the pendulum swing of how humans have viewed plants. Go
back to the earliest days, and plantswere a necessity, first foraged for, then cultivated. We
needed plants in order tosurvive. Com was so essential some New World cultures gave it a
goddess. 1once met the writer Marylou Awiakta, and shegave everyone in theaudience a
kernel of red com, which 1carried with me until I lost it somewhere in England, I think. Her
point was that com was so essential that she was willing to give one kernel to every person
she met.
Exploration made trophies ofplants. Bringing the Queen an orchid was satisfactory
evidence that not only had you found new land, but that new land was really pretty fantastic,
hence the orchid. Thus, plants become prizes. When Americans latched onto greenhouses,
they too grew plants as decorations, but quickly realized the economic potential ofgrowing
fmits and vegetables for profit. Thus, growing plants swung back to being a necessity. In fact,
in America, it became a business.
I look at my family's greenhouse, and I see the transition from fancy to functional.
The earliest greenhouses are ornate, with curved glass and stone pillars, purely for decoration.
But beyond theearliest greenhouses, in all the subsequent additions, the structures are
straightforward and plain. All sharp angles, not daring even the slightest curve. The floors are
smoothcement, ideal for shopping carts, unlike the old stone floors of the earliest
greenhouses. The new greenhouses are ameans to an end, hardly worth anything when
empty.
Hirt's Greenhouse has had its success with what is straightforward and simple, such
as the vegetable seedlings that every customer can afford to purchase and then successfully
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grow. The expensive and exotic houseplants are eye-catching and admirable, but they are for
the exclusive few who have the knowledge to tend them. But 1would predict that the
popularityof houseplants» mixedwith the globalization of our groceries, might signal a swing
back to greenhouse plants as decoration, of houses highlighted by a PeaceLilyor a huge fem
on a pedestal, or an elegant dogwood by the front door, rather than an obligation to stock up
on necessary food by planting a garden.
There is an off-kilterbad horrormovie about viscous vegetables, calledAttackof the
Killer Tomatoes. One summer long ago, this spectacle was a late-night regular on TV. 1never
paid attention past the opening scene. All 1remember now is that the rouge tomatoes had
tumbled into a lake, where, piranha-style, they dismembered a guy. Theyprobably used
tomato juice for the blood effect. I was fascinated and horrified. What skewed individual
would envision tomatoes as killers?Why would someone try to make the murder scenes
realistic, when the unfortunate truth was thai no amount of special effects could convince me
that a hoard of tomatoes was deadly?
Do we ever honestly think about plants resisting control, even to the extreme of
killing us? Kudzu vines in the south grow at an amazing rate. They are said towind up cow's
legs, given the chance, and they can easily suffocate the smaller, less tenacious plants. But
Kudzu is merely a nuisance to us, not a true threat. It won't be winding up our legs anytime
soon. Science fiction hints at mutant venus fly traps gone awry, closing their green jaws
around human limbs, but then again so do musicals - remember Audrey, the talking venus fly
trap from Little Shop ofHorrors'? Another classic, The Wizard ofOz, used a field of
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deceptive poppies to lul] Dorothy and Toto into deep sleep. And storylines in the X-Files
refer lo the government s secret greenhouses, where biological experiments wait to be let
loose on the world. The forest itself stands as an archetype, as a reference to the dark and
mysterious, the danger, the place where all the wild things blink wide eyes at you while they
hide behind trees and bushes and rocks.
Algae might be a true threat, since it can clog waterways. Algae is also asign of too
much human intervention - it grows where water stands still, and humans have, to some
degree, measured their worth through their ability to control water. Consider something that
doesn t seem immediately related —the hog lots of the Midwest and the CaroJinas. Ammonia
from the manure rises into the air, collects in rain, falls, and stimulates prodigious amounts of
algae. The algae slows acreek's current, eventually taking all the water for itself. To be fair,
wateriilies can be just as prolific and thirsty as algae, and hence just as damaging to free-
flowing water. But we tolerate wateriilies, because, unlike algae, they have pretty flowers.
Denying wateriilies is like denying Monet, who did such afine job commemorating them,
time after time, in his hundreds of painting. What do we know about algae? It's slippery and
it sticks to the creature from the black lagoon.
So there are the threatening plants, the algaes and kudzus earning our scowls, and
then there are the poisonous plants. We all know about the obvious criminals - the poison
ivies and oaks coupled with the lovely mushrooms we were to never ever eat. Other common
plants let poison pulse through their leaves. Any part of an azalea can induce acoma. Horse
chestnuts, which Icollected by the bucketful for no reason other than Icould, cause paralysis.
Tomato vines upset the stomach. Poppies and morning glories stimulate hallucinations.
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Caladiums and dieffenbachia. two common houseplants. will swell the tongue, in extreme
cases blocking air passages. Once when 1was probably about ten, running recklessly through
the greenhouse, 1sort of collided with a dieffenbachia. and a leaf ended up in my wide open
mouth. I was immediately sure I was going to die -1 knew the plant was poisonous. Afterall,
its common name was Dumbcane, since a swollen tongue rendered one unable to talk. 1spent
the rest of the day monitoring my tongue, which never did swell. I had avoided a tragic death
at a young age. I stayed away from the dieffenbachia for a long time after that.
Consider mistletoe. Go ahead and hang it in the doorway during the holidays. Tie it to
the chandelier. Tack it up over the bed. But don't get cute and hold it in your mouth.
Mistletoe is absolutely fatal when eaten. Furthermore, it is a parasite. It cannot live without a
host, yet, like most parasites, it harms the host. I saw it growing wild in the Saxon Forest of
Germany, big balls of white high in the trees, like tumors. Mistletoe is nice to nothing.
In the movie Wonder Boys, the ragged English professor Grady Tripp is having an
affair with an administrator's wife. At her mansion, wereTripp coyly attends university
parties, there is a greenhouse. The little greenhouse is in many shots, almost everydrive-up
shot, in fact. It is mysterious, clouded,misty, a worid all it's own, glowingwith an
undetermined internal light when the rest of the neighborhood is dark. Manyof the characters
look at it.We wonder what happens there, orwhat happens in any greenhouse, because only
certain people enter greenhouses. Watching Wonder Boys, I was overly aware of what plants
were picked for the single interior greenhouse scene. Amature bird of paradise plant.
Blooming orchids. Healthy, moist ferns. A total jungle in a tiny backyard greenhouse, an
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unusual place. Searching for profound symbolism inpopculture can be like subsisting on
saltiess crackers, but I made a connection with that greenhouse. The administrator's wife
tends the plants, and although we gel only one such scene, the tone is that she tends them
passionately, and successfully, and that she knows the powerof focusing on real life. Her
mansion, for example, is not full of artificial plants. My living spaces, all tiny dorms and
apanmentsbut stillmansions in my mind, have always been full of living plants too. I like to
watch them develop, to figure out what windows suit them best. In the movie, the
administrator's wife appreciates the needs of living plants. Within the conflict, she retreats
under glass to this one place she knows was always real. While I have left the palace ofmy
childhood greenhouse, 1still find solace when 1can retreat from a hectic day and spend a few
minutes watering all my plants, counting their new leaves, praising their growth.
Not everyone has a greenhouse. I think, as a kid, I knew this. I knew 1was different
because of where my parents worked. Where four generations ofmyfamily worked was also
where I played, and where I learned. But it took me awhile to understand that many ofmy
classmates didn't know where their parents worked, oreven what their parents did, and
furthermore, going to work with their parents to play, to run through a private jungle, was
foreign to them.
Because 1grew up in a greenhouse, I have long recognized so many parts ofits
personality. The sound of driving rain on glass isdeafening, but not like rain on a tin roof.
The glass absorbs the force, the sound, quivers while the raindrops merge in their mad date
with gravity. The smell of freshly watered tomato seedlings stirs my stomach, even though
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Others detest the so-called skiinky scent of tomato leaves. To me, that smell, pungent and
edgy and delicious, is the smell of growth, and I love it. Then there are the little dirty cuts on
my fingertips, tender from eight hours of separating plastic flats of impatiens, pansies, and
marigolds. 1 recognize the leaves of favorite plants. When 1used to work regularly at the
greenhouse, 1knew their names as well, often both their common names and their Latin
names. 1organized catalogue after catalogue, and could dictate, like a second language, what
plants we sold and how much they cost and where to find them in the maze of greenhouses.
That knowledge hasn't left me, now that I've moved on, but it lies dormant, maybe like a
tulip bulb hiding over winter, waiting for that perfect combination of warmth and water.
Sometimes I cannot resist visiting a greenhouse, just to catch those scents and seek out the
plants ] worry that I will forget, so 1can reassure myself that no, 1could never forget a
greenhouse.
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MISSJNG THE GREAT AMERICAN TELEVJSED TRAGEDY OF 1999 
Last July. John Kennedy Junior's private plane spiraled at bri ll iant speeds into the 
Atl antic ocean. kiJJing him, they say. instantly. J have heard two observations about the 
resulting television coverage: it was extensive and it was nothing. Networks scrapped their 
programming, wen t to continuous li ve updates of the search and rescue missions. That's the 
extensive part. The nothing part is that viewers aw footage of water and helicopters and 
whi tecaps and the Dan Rathers, the Peter Jennings, the Tom Brokaws bemoaning the loss of 
America's one true prince. 
] can only say I heard about this because during that week of nationwide shock and 
grief. 1 was sitting in a cabin in the Hiawatha NationaJ Forest of Northern Michigan . 1 had no 
electric ity, no newspapers, and for the first time in my life, I could not witness the media 
lavish itself on breaking news. 
That , in tum, gave me a whole new perspective. 
J was visiting the Hiawatha National Forest because Hiram College, my undergrad 
alma mater, owns the east shore of Cherry Lake. In the seventies, professors and students 
built a series of primitive cabins on the land, as well as a spectacular lodge. The camp, 
christened Northwoods, was and stiJI is a summer classroom for students willing to forgo 
technology and read by candlelight , handwrite thei r papers, and pump their own water. The 
week my friends and 1 visited turned out to be a reunion of sorts, as three carl oads of Hiram 
alums and Hiram 's theater professor, Rick Hyde, converged on the camp. 
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We were cooking in the main lodge when Rick's entourage arrived. On the road for
twelve hours, they quickly scattered to the far edges ofthe camp, but Rick lingered in the
kitchen. He said, and 1remember this so clearly, "Did you hear what happened to JFK Jr.?" 1
remember it because I assumed he said JFK, not JFK Jr., and that he was making an obscure
reference to us being in the woods so long we were unaware that JFK had been assassinated
in Dallas. So,I started to laugh, started to shoot a comeback about how we hadn't been in the
woods that long, but intuition kicked in. I shut up. Something was wrong.
And so Rick told us. We looked down at our pots and pans, the white rice boiling for
dinner, the cans of beans. Rick lingered on the fact that the plane hadn't been found yet, but
there was still achance ofsaving survivors. 1don't remember that 1responded.
When the rice was soft and the beans hot and bubbly, we ate, silently watching the
water ofCherry Lake in the evening light. 1understood that all across the nation, millions
were eating their rice and beans while watching water on their televisions, watching the
Coastguard helicopters, watching the sun set on amelodramatic nightly newscast, watching
the Datelines, the 20/20s, the 48 Hours, the 60Minutes. They were mourning the loss of a
dead president sson the way the media had shown them to mourn, with archival photo
essays, with timelines of Kennedy tragedies, with statements from friends, from cousins,
from senators, from weeping housewives who, for ageneration, had placed the promise of a
father in the promise of his namesake son.
When Icalled my parents later that week, they gushed about the obsessive media
coverage. My mom said it was ridicuous - just update after update of the ocean, the
occasional piece of debris analyzed at length, the continual shrinking statistics of the
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likelihood of finding survivors. My dad had moved beyond this already. He wanted to
pinpoint the precise number of seconds Jon-Jon must have feit pure terror when he realized
the horizon was really the water.
TTie reactions from the generation that was alive when JFK was shot were different
from the reactions of my post-60's generation. Rick, in his fifties, tuned his handcranked
radio to a distant NPR station that was doling out the sympathy. Just as 1 remember his
commenl in the kitchen, ] remember him focused, elbows on knees, ready to succumb to what
someone on the radio called "The Kennedy Curse." Mostly, my friends and I shot off droll
comments about the rich, the media, the misplaced attention. Ever self-focused, we raved
about how lucky we were to not have to endure tear-soaked newscasts. We indulged in
campfires and jugs of wine and being away from mundane nonsense.
Within a few days, however, I broke. Under the cover of driving to Munising,
Michigan, for ice cream, my sole intent was to buy a newspaper. I was starved. 1 had to know
what was going on.
Being at Northwoods is a situation of deprivation. You are deprived of light switches,
of microwaves, of the need to always be clean or to fully clothe yourself. You stop staring at
your watch. You can spend hours floating around the lake in a canoe, and it seems like a full
day, because with each modem element removed, something immediately fulfills you.
Northwoods is designed to take away the technology you think you need. Epiphaniesabound.
Visitors delight in the fact that the big event of theday might bea loon landing on the lake,
and that in the evening theycan look forward to arguing about constellations insteadof
arguing about which network has the bestevening line-up.
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This is the way it should be.We don't need to obsess overthe famous and their
infamous deaths, nor should we plan our days around what the media thinks we need to know
—in the end that is not what we remember about our lives. I knew this. I'd visited
Northwoods four times, with each visit making more of an impression on my mind. Why,
then, did 1so desperately need to read about the Kennedies in the newspaper? Wasn't it a
symbol-laden blessing that I'd chosen this one particular week to avoid the rest of the world?
Mostof my motivation was simply that I wanted to see how the media was reporting
this latest tragedy. Long wrapped up in thedesign and function of newspapers, I was anxious
togawk at the huge bold headlines ormaybe entire front pages devoted to different aspects of
the plane crash. 1wanted to see what they included and what they left out. I wanted to ride
with the spin doctors.
But the paperwas full of the same old spin—the regurgitated AP reports, the boring
whowhatwhen of traditional journalism. There was that photo of Jon-Jon saluting his father's
coffin, reprinted endlessly, surrounded by famous things famous friends hadsaid aboutthe
famous family. I got my fill and tossed it in the campfire.
It's no surprise, then, that when I spotted a print of Renee Magritte's surreal painting,
The Key to the Fields, in a Munising bookstore, I bought it immediately. The subject is a
broken window. Through the window is an idyllic nature scene - grass, trees, light blue sky.
The illusion is that the same idyllic scene is painted on the window. But the window is
broken, and we see shards of the scene on the shards of glass. The first interpretation is that
there is a picture behind the picture, and in this case it happens to be the same picture.
Another interpretation is more despairing, more hopeless. Is what we think we see real? The
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painting on the window was not real, justmade (o look like a real view, but the scene through
the window is taken to be real, but it's all on an oil canvas anyway, masterminded bv
Magritte. It is a painting in a painting, and one painting is shattered.
The Keyto the Fields plays with the purpose of windows, and of glass - can we
simply paint Ihe appropriate scene on the glass, and therefore not have to deal with what's
really out there? When we build glass homes, orvisit greenhouses, what are we letting
through and what dowe want other, on the outside, to see? With newspapers, the question is
this; can we print the appropriate storieson hundreds of front pages, and therefore not have to
deal with the unpopularmurmurbehind the news? Canwe get away with the fake, but
favored, spin? Or, was Magritte saying that just when we think we've broken through, that
we've shattered the illusion, we really haven't because what we thought was the illusion is
reality? 1thrive at Northwoods, away from the illusion, but the simple reality of last July was
that 1let the lack of illusion hound me so much that 1went out and bought it for fifty cents.
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PART TWO
TWO PICTURES
(POETRY)
HE WAS
a clever man broken by dreams
a kettle of want
a crashing whisper
a tired gnat on his twenty-fourth hour
a sparrow's misplaced wings
a quilt gone thin
a cloud shredded by bombers.
He wasn't
convinced he could overcome
the trauma of mail
the mule phone
the virgin door, unknocked
the unsettling settling of dust
in champagne glasses,
too long dry in the cupboard
m
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TO MY FERN (TENACIOUS AND TORTURED)
I did rejoice
when nine green
fiddle-head curls broke from the soil,
reaching for their older longer kin,
whose fronds are tipped sickly brown,
whose patterns have been broken
by the moronic neighbor dog
who thought the best thing for the fem
would be a little rough-housing.
I canceled the Frond Club for Ferns membership.
I have dreams for you, brave fern,
a roman pedestal, fresh soil, potassium,
a summer on the front steps, parading with pansies,
trailed by vinca, and a late hurrah of mums.
If my fem were a metaphor, it would be a poem,
If my fem were a social worker, it would shun domestic violence,
If my fem were a historian, it would champion untimely deaths.
If my fem were a cause, it would be Habitat forHumanity,
Ifmy fem were my Christmas Cactus, it would have 29 buds onValentine's Day.
If my fem were my pathos I'd be in trouble
If my fem were for sale it would never sell
If my fem were wild it would thrive
If my fem could sleep it would dream
If my fem could drive it would walk
Ifmy fem could fuck it would ask for the dandelion girl
If my fem were a fem, it would be luscious.
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PART THREE
IN MY MIDST
(FICTION)
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NOTHING'S EVER TRAPPED FOR LONG
The moment 1 trap the chameleon, two events happen to nearly ruin my good luck.
My jeans unsnap and Lindy runs up to me with a peacock feather, twitching it under my nose.
The chameleon bumps his tiny head furiously against my cupped palms. 1can feel each of his
feet, unreal and perfect and angry. He is a baby. He could sit on my pinkie. I have stalked
him, astutely, all morning, through the shelves of English Ivy against the long back wall of
our greenhouse. There aren't any customers this far back, so my hunt is undisturbed. And
successful. Now he's mine, and I have to show him to somebody. Proof. A story too good to
tell without flashing the wild doubloon. But Lindy has the peacock feather and she's laughing
that stupid breathy laugh where she just keeps breathing in and in until she just about faints.
My elbows pin to my waist, catching my jeans before the slip down my thin hips. 1
turn my back to Lindy. She tries to wiggle the feather under my shirt. I know she look it from
one of the floral arrangements in the florist shop.
"Stop it," I hiss. "1 got a chameleon."
"Let me see it." She reigns in her feather and grabs my elbow. Lindy is always grabby.
Like with the feather. Or when she was two and 1was five, she would yank my hair so hard,
because it was long and easy to grab and 1guess she didn't know any better. I got sick of it
and cut it off—twelve inches of it-with safety scissors. Right below the ears. Mom was a
whirlwind of fury, whisking me off to her sister the stylist's kitchen. Mom made me wear a
hooded jacket on the way over. That's how bad I looked, she said.
"Duh, Lindy. 1can't show you. He'd get out. We need ajar or something."
"Go get it yourself." Lindy walks away, brushing the peacock feather over the ivy like
a magic wand. She's seven and acts like a snot. Always got her long brown hair in ponytails
that she's figured out how to shake so they shimmer and look a lot prettier than they are.
Today she's wearing her soccer shorts and one of her twenty purple t-shirts, with the
matching purple hoop earrings. My ears aren't pierced, and I only wear my soccer shorts
when I'm actually playing.
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Lindy looks back to see if I'm looking, which 1am, but 1quickly pretend not lo be. 1
separate my fingers just enough to meet the hard eyes of the chameleon. I can't believe1
caught a baby.
I've caught chameleons before. Big ones. Fat from aphids, slow from sun. They arrive
at our greenhouse, stowaways in boxes of tropical plants. They zigzag like pros into what is,
for all they know, another part of their jungle. I've seen frogs too, wet drops of tempera paint
on broad, waxy leaves. But the chameleons are comic book characters. They see me and
skitter away, like leaves, little marble eyes winking and teasing and tempting.
But now I am holding a chameleon, a baby, and Lindy doesn't have a chameleon, and
everything except my jeans being unsnapped is fantastic. The greenhouse is warm and full of
sun, just barely wet with humidity. A day like that makesme feel like thriving.
I know 1can find a glass jar and keep the chameleon as long as I want. Hunched over
because my jeans are still in a very embarrassing undone state, I transport my catch to the
other end of the greenhouse. On a rack near the bathrooms I spot a baby food jar with a few
pepper seeds in it. The lid is off. I drop the lizard in, cover the opening with my hand. I've
got him.
The chameleon does not move, except for his sides heaving with breath. He's so
perfect, so miniature, that I forget lo snap my jeans right away.
Mom is in the office. Lindy is there too, trying to trace the peacock feather onto
letterhead with a ballpoint pen. She's not very good at it because she can't keep the feather
still. I bump her on purpose on my way to Mom's desk.
Mom likes the lizard. "He's beautiful. He must have brothers and sisters."
1consider this for a moment, in the context of setting a new greenhouse record for
number of chameleons caught in the day. "I only saw this one."
Mom returns to her paperwork. "You know, you used to catch daddy-long-legs. There
would be so many, on the brick path, and I would sit on the back porch and you, you were
just learning to walk, you would bring them to me."
"Did they ever bite me?"
"Daddy-long-legs don't have mouths," Mom says.
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1glance over to Lindy, who is clearing her throat in that pretentious way kids clear
their throats when they think they have something important to say. She's drawn a daddy-
long-legs with a huge mouth and it's eating a stick figure labeled "my sister, Alison."
"Lindy, that's the dumbest thing you've ever drawn. You're such a baby."1turn back
toMom and inquiremore about mouthless spiders. "So theydon't eat?"
"No. They only live a few days."
"Do they know that?"
"What?"
"That they don't have mouths."
"I don't think so," says Mom. Lindy careens across the office on her chair, slapping
herportrayal of my death in front ofMom, who automatically tears off a bit of tape and hangs
the picture on herwall, without looking at it. Other Lindy masterpieces depict a greenhouse
with different colored panes of glass, a plant made of "bad dreams," according to the caption,
and a rendering of Lindy getting elected as President of the Universe.
The chameleon thrashes against the jar. He clings to the lid, briefly, then falls,
seething, to the bottom.He looks at me and halfopens his tinymouth. Like a growl I can't
hear. Pepper seeds stick to his chest.
1ask Mom, "Do you think the chameleon knows he's in ajar?"
"He keeps running into it. He's panting. He knows something's not right."
Lindy tries to shoot a rubber band at me, adding "and he knows Alison is so fat she
can't snap her pants. He's afraid she'll sit on him."
"Lindy, that's enough," Mom says out of obligation. She has to say that a lot to Lindy.
"He doesn't understand that he's safe in that jar, does he?" I ask.
Mom glances at the lizard again. "No, he doesn't. And maybe he's not. Some wild
animals die when they're caught."
So after Lindy and 1have a contest to see who can create the best drawing of the
chameleon, (Mom declares it a tie) I take him back to the ivy and let him go. He doesn't go
far - it's not like letting a wild stallion free, watching him gallop away with magnificent
speed. The chameleon scoots a few inches from me and stops. 1 take one step backwards and
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can still see him. Two steps and 1know if I look away I'll not spot his location again. Three
steps and he's an ivy stem. Four steps and he's gone.
1 named all the bunnies Fritz. That made it easy. 1could say, "Fritz ale the asters" and
1wouldn't be wrong. Lindy said that was dumb. They obviously needed different names.
Then she changed her mind and said they didn't need names at all. "You're such a
communist," she said.
1 set down my armful of peonia bushes and told her she didn't know what a
communist was. I added that communismmaybewasn't that bad anyway, but it had nothing
to do with naming bunnies.
"Whatever," said Lindy. "I'm just saying that everyone at school thinks you're weird,
cause of the stuff you do, like naming wild bunnies Fritz."
Lindy was fifteen and she was, in my opinion, much too concerned about what
everyoneat school thought about me. I'd stopped caring when I realized highschool wasjust
something to get through, just a mess of rules and fledgling social dynamics. Stupid stuff.
Like at lunch the other day, 1walked right out of the cafeteria and perched on the big rock
that everybody spray painted all the time. I mean, I didn't go far. The rock's next to Principal
Porter's office. So he sawme, cameon out, didn't even ask why1was out there, just said I
was risking a detention. I didn't care, but I went back in. Stupid stuff. None of it matters.
That same day though, after school at work, I found the bunnies. That mattered.
Before I named them all Fritz, theywere TheGravel Bunnies. Theywere bom on a
gravel strip between the tomato hothouse and the herb hothouse. 1found the nest, at the end,
dug against and barely under a wooden floorboard. 1 never saw the mother. She must have
picked herself bare trying to line a gravel scrape. The bunnies huddled like scared sentries,
trying to hide their rabbitness. Nothing distinguished one from the other. Even down to the
white diamonds on their heads. 1couldhave held them all in myhands. I couldhave never
held them all in my hands. Lindy peered down at them when 1showed her, crinkling her lip.
"They're going to die," she decided.
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It's eerie now, looking back. I mean, 1didn'i know Lindy was going to die in three
months, drunk into oblivion on vodka while driving her bovfriend's motorcycle. Or that I'd
lose my class ring next summer. Or that I'd end up deciding lo stick around the greenhouse to
price plants even after MIT accepted me for the engineering program. Lindy and Igazed at
bunnies, and Ididn t know any ofthis, and Icould only think that Lindy was wearing too
much hairspray.
The bunnies, the bunny pie, did not move that whole afternoon, while Lindy and 1
made neat rows ofpeony bushes and lilies. At nighi they stretched to the lips ofthe pots and
feasted.
In their bravery, they were not rabbits. They were squirrels and sparrows, the fringe
grown tolerant but not quite tame. Sometimes Fritz would abandon his hop to take a four-step
tiptoe down the concrete walk, under the thin vinca vines and arches of ferns in black flats.
Customers pointed, delighted. Children poked around between the gallon pots. Fritz ate the
asters, a dark eye on shoes. Fritz bowed at puddles, mindless offertilizer. Fritz thumped a
hind leg when startled. Fritz stayed a hop ahead, one hop from food. Fritz knew his
boundaries.
Lindy scorned the bunnies. Treated them like rats orsomething, and for awhile I even
thought she'd try to poison them. She said tome, "I will not call it Fritz. You shouldn't name
wild animals." She called it "it." As in, "Alison, it's coming after me." Ultimately, I think she
was really scared ofFritz. I think she was scared ofa lot of things and she never told me and 1
neverbelieved halfof what she said anyway, so why would she have trusted me?
Fritz left when someone bought the last aster, when 1moved the unsold peonies lo the
clearance bench, when the hectic pace of agreenhouse in spring stalled in the lull ofsummer,
when Lindy didn t tell Mom and I that she had aboyfriend five years older who was buying
herplastic bottles of liquor on the nights Lindy said shewas at the movies.
The gravel scrape was clean, dry, empty. Weeds sprouted, stubborn and thick. 1
stacked cracked flats, their herbs gone to kitchen gardens. That day Lindy was still alive, but
the hours were slipping. Yesterday, Fritz must have squeezed between a diamond chain link.
At the gate, he could have curved his back, stretched his belly, reached for the world. He
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could have tiptoed on the concrete walk and seen beyond, to grass not gravel, to shade not
sun, to wild and the secret language of lapines. Maybe he twitched his ears twice at the
midnight skid of a motorcycle.
After the funeral, I walked through the empty hoop houses, pulling hard on a clove
cigarette, the kind that makes your lungs bleed. The bunnies' dry scrape, their barren nest,
was still there. I knelt and let me fingers feel everything smooth and hollow and gone.
It was the blood I saw first, not the shattered glass or the full-grown doe curled
absolutely still on the raked sand. It was the fresh red splash of blood reaching to the peak of
the low coldframe greenhouse, and still, decades later, 1see blood and I think of Lindy, then
the thought is gone, like a twitch before you fall asleep.
1understood that the blood on the coldframe slopped because there was no more glass
- it was in shards, inside - and last I saw the doe. Huge eyes. Like black ponds. Like panic.
They shifted, so slightly, aware.
I never say Lindy after the accident. 1mean, the showing was closed casket. Mom's
decision. 1don't remember much about that week. Mom and I were sitting at the funeraj
home picking out caskets and there was this one that had like a plastic top, for the showing.
Bizarre, I thought. Like looking at death but still having a shield to keep it away from you.
That I still remember.
I stopped jingling my keys to the padlocks on the main greenhouse. Deer jumped in
front of cars, through windshields, not through coldframes, four feet high at their peaks,
perfect for cold weather vegetables, not perfect for deer.
How she'd gotten even this far was commendable, or stupid. Instinct gone with
habitat. Driven by fear, perhaps, but chased bywhat? Fromwhere? The greenhouse was
surrounded on all sides by streets, parking lots, strip malls. The sweet tender suburban
gardens were a few blocks away. Disoriented.
I called the vet, then Animal Control, who sent the dog warden. Thedog warden
brought a policeman. He looked familiar. I stared. I'd gotten like that after Lindy's death—
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just Stared at people if 1wanted to. His badge saidSargeant Earl.He said, "aren't youLindy's
sister?"
I nodded.
Earl said he'd been in Lindy's class. "You don't look anything like her," he said, "1
mean, not now. You used to. Or she used to." His thought trailed off into awkwardness. He
scratched behind his ear.
We gathered outside the coldframe, hands on hips, kneeling for better looks. 1focused
on the quivering lips of the doe's huge ears.
The vet said, "If she'd cut an artery, she'd be dead by now."
The dog warden said, "No sign of rabies. Unless it's in the early stages. Haven't seen
a deer with rabies in twenty years. We need the brain to be sure."
Earl touched his gun. "Could be a public safety concern, if she bolts." He lapped his
foot, leaned toward the dog warden. "I've shot deer before. Mostly deer versus car. You get
used to it."
1 said, "What do we have to do to get her out?" In their three frowns 1 read. She thinks
this is Bamhi. In Earl's I saw sympathy, which I didn't want. I wanted to scream to him thai
after all the.se years what happened to Lindy didn't matter. It didn't goddamn matter.
And so what if I thought it was Bambi? She wasn't dead. She'd jumped through glass
and survived, and had the sense to slay put until she didn't have to jump through glass to get
out. Plus she had the chance to survive. I could do something about it.
Earl stopped touching his gun. The dog warden and vet conferred about tranquilizers.
In the eyes of the doe I saw the eyes of every creature that's ever been trapped.
"If we make a wall of cars, block her from the road, she might head behind the
buildings, and then there's backyards. If she's good and hurt, we can catch her there." The
dog warden motioned with his arm. Tentatively.
"She might not even be able to get up," said the vet.
But she did. We wailed until sunset, then 1cranked open the low roof of Ihe
coldframe. The doe splayed her legs wide, like a fawn on her first steps. Sand from the floor
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of the coJdframe had caked her wounds into huge scabs, but at least she wasn't bleeding to
death.
I don't know how animals deal with pain. They must do it better than humans. The
doe leapt from her wounded standstill and was gone. 1gathered the bloody shards of glass
into a bucket that yesterday had held stargazer lilies, that tomorrow would hold roses.
%
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GOATS
Sherry handed the dead lambto Lett through the red bars of the gate. "Must've got in
with the goats, " was all she said.He watched Sherry separate themorning's hay, haling her
for handing him the lamb, for somehow not blocking off the goat pen, for blaming the goats,
but mostly for leavinghimwith this dead while beauty. He laid the bodyat the doorway,
where Sherry would have to cross it on her way to ihe rest of the day's mistakes. Lett walked
to his garden, bucket and scissors in hand. The last thing he wanted to do today was dwell on
another dead Iamb.
Spotty autumn leaves caught in the fringe of the mizuna. He pulled them from the
bunches, but they stuck to thegreens, hooking their own points with the feathery edges. With
the wind and rain and now this tiny agitation to lop off the lifeless frustration behind the bam
door, Lett decided against remaining in the garden for long. Five bunches ought to beenough.
Lett was starting to wonder if their move from the city to fifty acres would have better
remained a dream. Sherry had been eager enough with thesheep, who sold decently when the
crops weren't paying the bills. Lett's garden had triumphed, exploding into peppers and
slender eggplants and a sea of yellow plum tomatoes. But a few lambs did die, which the vet
said was normal. Lett didn't know what to do at all. Then a new lamb had been mysteriously
bom at the summer's end, a tinycowering anomaly.
Despite his tunnel ofa raincoat warding off the persistent rain—not quite a downpour
but looheavy tojust shake out ofhis hair—the drops found their way onto his cheek, down
his neck, around his collar. Leaning back on his heels, Lett tightened his hood. The rain
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made the mizuna rows impossibly green and impossibly clean, like luminous swipes of paint.
The garden would thrive for a few more weeks, at least, until the first frost crept relentlessly
into the watery leaves. "Or until the goats get it," Lett mumbled, imagining Sherry offering
him the mangled leaves of his summer's labor.
With each snip of a bunch, Lett shook the beading water from his fading tan. He
realized he was sweating under the raincoat. Maybe that explained the wetness around his
collar. Maybe that was all the heat he wished he could have given the lamb through last night,
if he'd known. He tugged more leaves from the mizuna, so much grand uselessness.
Lett met Sherry in the yard, he clutching a spray of fresh wet mizuna to his chest, she
the lamb, wet with rain. "We ought to bury her," he suggested.
"1 want to get a blanket first," she said back, heading toward the house. Lett went to
the bam for the shovel.
"You didn't bury the others," he said.
"This one was my fault."
"Why the blanket? We use that."
Sherry didn't respond.
Lett finished the hole, the sides already crumbing from the rain.
When he fell into bed later. Sherry said she was going for a walk to the river, the
headstrong rain-swelled river he could barely hear from the bedroom window. When he
woke, and the river was louder, even under the continuing rain, he found Sherry had gone
back to the city.
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BULLS
Ted didn't like to run in his cowboy boots. He especially didn't like to run across
campus in his cowboy boots. But this afternoon, Ted had a reason to run. Either he sprint like
a calf out of a shoot at the tri-state roping prelims, or the bank would close before he could
cash the $50 check Grandma Dems had sent him. Ted knew the consequences. With the
money, he could redeem himself with Kitty, who was crabby after three solid weekends of
frozen pizzas and the Know YourStockHorse video library. Without the money in hand
tonight, this all-important Friday, Ted knew he would have the evening to polish his saddle.
Alone. Again.
Cowboy boots weren't made for running. Grandma Dems had told a young Ted,
outfitted in size two boots, that "cowboy boots keep your ankles safe from rattlesnakes. No
rattlesnake around here can bite through that leather." Here, at the time, had been Vermillion,
South Dakota. Young Ted had been riveted with the idea of rattlesnakes lunging at his
protected ankles. It never happened. But even in Iowa, Ted still believed the rattlesnake-
repelling function of cowboyboots excludedall other functions, and that included running.
Ted felt cheap aboutthe frozen pizzas. He knew Kitty wanted to try theMexican
restaurant byOscodrug, where "the margaritas are as big as yourhead," as Kitty often
reminded him. Ted didn't like mixed drinks. He didn't like mixed drinks whose appeal was
their size. He had made themistake of telling Kitty, "well, you don't get drunk off the size a
drink, which is really the size of the glass, do you?" She had retorted sharply, "that is so not
the point."
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Kitty wasn't Ted's steady girl. Ted had seen her having lunch with Phi Gams at the
student union, or waiting in line at the Varsity Theater with that senior from upstate New
York who was finishing his double degree in child psychology and hotel management. Ted
was a junior, majoring in equine management. Kitty had asked, "Is that like cleaning stalls
and stuff?" Since that moment, Ted had catalogued a variety of responses better than "well,
yeah, mostly." Next time, with the next girl, he would say, "it's about establishing financial
portfolios for racehorse syndicates."
Ted liked Kitty. He didn't know how to tell her. He liked her hair, spiky and
tomboyish on top and long but not too long down the back. It was brown. She wore sensible
clothing jeans and t-shirts, and always, with religiousdedication, white cotton panties and
white cotton bras that hooked in the front around medium-sized breasts. Ted suspected Kitty
wore the wrong size bra. This was another thing he didn't know how to tell her He was shy.
Running in cowboy boots made Ted's feet sweat. His right sock had a tiny hole under
the big toe, the big toe which was now wet and rubbing repeatedly against the odor-eater
insert. Ted ran steadily, more like a jog now because he was winded. He was one block from
the bank when he slipped on an apple core.
Looking back on themoment, which he wasable to do that night while cleaning his
saddle, Ted realized he had seen the apple core. More than seen it - he'd seen a guy drop it,
rudely, on the sidewalk. Ted's mind hadn't processed the information. All the facts were
present, but reaction was not. It was like at the calfroping prelims, where Ted had swung the
lasso too late, too high, and too slowly to snare the darting black calf, despite clearly seeing
the calf take an extraordinary leap from the box.
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The ball of Ted's right foot landed directly over the core. The guy who dropped it was
one of those apple eaters who didn't nibble to the seeds. Much of the juicy wet apple mashed
into Ted's cowboy boot. His knees met the cement with a crunching jolt. Ted bit his tongue
and swallowed thin blood.
But he was up quickly, shaking, yelling "Hey jerk-off, your littering made me fall.
How about an apology?" The guy turned. Ted saw it was one of Kitty's Phi Gam lunch dates.
"Hey Slim," the guy countered, "it isn't myproblem." The guy frowned at Ted's cowboy
boots. "What the hell you running around in those for? Get some fucking Nikes."
Ted took a deep breath to protest, but the breath wasn't there. Instead, the strained
muscles in his right leg met with tight discomfort in his throat. Ted realized he was scared,
and hurt, and had just called the guy a jerk-off.
He felt down his leg like he would with an injured horse. The tendons around his knee
alreadyached. Sitting,he gently took off the cowboy boot. His ankle was starting to swell
and pulse, rather like all the times he had imagined rattlesnakes had bitten through the
leather.
He wished Grandma Dems had just sent cash.
¥
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RUTH HAS HER REASONS
Ruth Cougar dries her arms, her belly, her back, and finally her legs with a towel that
smells like feet. Today is July 9, the start of her very unofficial three day vacation from her
job at the greenhouse. Ruth doesn't think her coworkers will even notice she is not there to
scrub water stains from theglass panes, which is what she has been doing these long, hot July
days. Besides, Ruth has her reasons.
Her fiftieth birthday is just over fifty hours away. This makes Ruth restless. She sits
on the toilet, flipping through the newNational Geographic. She has always liked the
pictures of the great snowypolar bears. In this issue theyare fighting. (Polarbears fight over
important things.) Their snarls are cranberry, their eyes starless. Ruth thinks of the word
primal, which makes her eyes squint. Is she tooold to be primal? Sheconsiders how many
times she will sit on the toilet between now and her birthday, as if this is a clue to her
primalness. Has she ever been primal?
Ruth looks in the longmirror that is (for some stupid reason) directly across from the
toilet. Hergray curls are tight and practical. Her lips, dry and thin. Knees are stone. Stubby
chapped radish toes. When was the last time she'd bought some lotion, for chrissakes. She
finishes, reaches for clean cut-off shorts and a soft white shirt, wonders how soft polarbears
might be. Ruth thinks she looks like a towel that smells like feet.
Wet hair and old soap odors linger in the steam. For amoment, Ruth is overcome by
the bathroom's dirtiness - the orange mineral stains in the toilet, the petrified toothpaste
crust, the matted shag throw rug with the eagle design, the stain ofunknown origin on the
ceiling.
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The pipes burp somewhere below, and the drain stops draining. Ruth's showerwater
sits gray and tepid, like dishwater, like her.
Ruth lives with her brother, Case, at 6160 Sandstone Court in the Quarry Estates
Mobile Home Park. She's been there almost a year. She doesn't like to say lived there. Case
has lived there (and in this case, lived there is accurate) forever. After her shower, with a new
pack of menthols, Ruth smokes outside. She figures his trailer has to be thirty years old,
because the entire structure is a turquoise cracker tin. It leans, favoring the west, shying from
the east.
Case likes to tell Ruth, She's a roofand rug and walls, ready to go when I am.
(That's a lie.) Ruth knows only a few facts for sure, and one of them is that Case Cougar will
never be ready to go. She steps into the road, kicking an empty pop can, wondering where it
has been, why it was dropped. Other than driving a tow truck around the county, Case has
never really gone anywhere, except lo the craft fairs, where Ruth knows he hunts for patriotic
eagle trinkets. His collection includes two dozen eagle ornaments for his Christmas tree. He
uses a red Styrofoam eagle instead of a star. Ruth faces the trailer. There are faded eagle
decals on the front window, in the center but not centered, and two wind vane eagles like
sentries on the roof. She kicks the pop can down Sandstone Court. A ratty poodle, all shrill
yaps, darts at it.
Ruth can think of many places she'd like to go without a mobile home. (Mobile
homes are not primal.) She'd like to travel back to the day, sixteen years ago, with the
divorce from Gerald final. The judge had made his decision lo allow Ruth and Mikey, then
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three, to remain in the house. Ruth would pay oniy utilities, until Mikey turned 18. Gerald
was ordered to move out and seek treatment for his bipolar disorder, yet still be responsible
for the house payments, as adebt to the son he wasn't capable ofraising. When Mikey
turned 18, the judge said, ifRuth could not afford to buy the house, itwould go to Gerald.
A light breeze stirs the heat of the morning, and Ruth notices the eagle wind vanes are
too rusted to move. (Rust is not primal.) Sheheads back into the trailer, to balance her
checkbook and deal with credit card bills, but she's thinking about time travel and hindsight.
Ruth would return to that judgment day, and instead ofparading home and
celebrating, she would march to the bank. Set up saving accounts —something —so she could
rightly buy the house when the time came.
When the time came, existence won and Ruth lost. Between her seasonal pay at the
greenhouse and raising Mikey, she hadn't set aside any significant savings. There had been
the utilities. Ten years ofcar payments that sounded perfect at first and proved to be a burden
at the end, when the car was abeater aching for repairs. Afee for changing the phone
number. The extra charge for keeping it unlisted. School clothes. School lunches. Shoes. The
private detective during that phase when Ruth was sure Gerald was lingering outside her
windows. More and more medications for her ulcer, then her ulcers. Boy Scouts. Insurance.
Braces. Wisdom teeth removed. Professional senior pictures. Ruth's credit cards ran up again
and again, and she canceled them and applied for others and swallowed guilt with another
dinner ofcanned spaghetti. And she did it for fifteen years.
On Mikey's birthday, Ruth lost the house. She offered Mikey ahug and aSony
Walkman. She could do nothing when he bought aone-way bus ticket east, with his
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unexpected birthday money from Gerald. Ruth commanded him to keep in touch, to send her
his new address so she could send hers. Mikey promised and Ruth believed, and so two more
mistakes embedded themselves in the chronology of Ruth Cougar's life.
A math mistake somewhere in Ruth's checkbook makes her balance $152.19 higher
than what the bank claims is the real amount. As she ponders this unfortunate truth, Case
comes home for an early lunch. He selects twojerky sticks from a plastic jar he keeps on the
couch. Ruth's pencil tip breaks. She can't figure out what's wrong (everything, really) so she
drops the thin checkbook into the junk drawer and heads out to her car.
What Ruth does on her first day of vacation is what she's been doing with random
free momentsover the last year. She sits in her car, outside her old home, not thinking about
certain things (how Case has been asking for more and more of the rent from her) and
thinking hard about other things (ways to remember filling a space for fifteen years). She
stares at herold home andherdusty dashboard and every inch of irretrievable space in
between. Ruth has a notebook and a pen. She titles the first page "What I Must Remember
About My Home." She discovers she doesn't know where (or how) to start. So she doesn't.
On the second page, she writes, "Mistakes Made ByRuth Cougar." She stops only when the
pen runs dry.
That evening, Case orders chicken wings. Ruth says she isn't hungry, because she
isn't, because her perpetual emptiness is slowly being filled with an idea. She's pondering
houses and homes and property (and primal). She considers what it means to be content. A
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double-wide trailer could {could) please her, especially ifit had a bay window. Ruth secretly
imagines a bay window in Case's trailer - not for the view, especially not here - but for the
sill and the sunlight and the snow soft arcing the comers. A bay window would have made
her old home acastle, fit could have made the difference.) Case polishes the gold-plated
talons ofhis favorite eagle sculpture while he waits for his chicken wings.
Ruth wishes Case would ask her what she wants for her birthday.
Her old home was (it is, it still exists) small but efficient. The kitchen opened into the
family room, sowhen Mikey was toddling around with his blanket and matchbox cars, Ruth
could easily watch him. The longhallway led to three cozy bedrooms andone full bath with a
skylight. She had awalk-in pantry with six wide shelves. The pantry was always her favorite
place, even after the night when Gerald —ten parts tequila and ten parts roaring anger and
infinite parts manic - bellowed 1swear Ruthie, that is the last time, THE LAST TIMEyou
everforget to pay the phone bill Stunned, Ruth stammered that she had paid the bill, the
phone worked, what was the problem? (Indeed, what was the problem?) Gerald twisted the
phone right off the wall, sidetracked in drunken fascination. He lifted the receiver. Ruthie,
there's no dial tone. How am I supposed to call anyone? What are you hidingfrom me? Ruth
grabbed Mikey, and with Gerald like a cruel monolith between her and the door, she hid in
the pantry. Mikey crouched under the bottom shelf in his little footsy pajamas. Ruth stood,
one hand on the knob, the other cocked with acan of red beans, an ear against the wood,
calculating the thickness, listening. Aring and acrash - the phone hitting the television. A
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soft thud - the aloe plant finding the carpel. Ruth waited for Gerald's uneven steps on the
linoleum. Instead, she heard the jingle of the bell string on the front door. Ruth thought it was
a trick, that Gerald was still in the house, maybe waiting in the kitchen. She and Mikey slept
in the pantry.
Case's saggy couch smells like beef jerky and cement. Ruth takes two steps and is out
the trailer's side (only) door. She's sick of waiting for wishes.
The delivery kid is right there, about toknock, fumbling with a brown bag leaking
barbecue sauce. Ruth holds open the door, tells him todemand a tip and not to set the bagon
the couch. She lights a menthol, remembers what it was like tohave cash in her pocket. A
moment later shecatches the rush of quarters spilling from her laundry jar. Ruth inhales long
and hard and grounds the menthol out against Case's trailer. The delivery kid leaves with a
scowl. Ruth wants toyank his collar. (Cut it out, this isn't as big a deal asyou think it is.) She
can't think of one good reason why she is still here.
EZ Shop #585
207 High Street
7-9-99
Your cashier was Nadine.
12oz. Fresca 1.09
Lay's Chips 1.99
Picanle Salsa 1.19
Siarkist tuna .36
Ragu spag/mush 1.85
bagel .35
sistax .16
TOTAL 6.99
credit card:Visa
auth: rejected
**DENY CHARGE**
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Ruth searches for seven dollars. She has nothing - only the worthless Visa card. The
cashier taps her fingers against the slick counter. Some kids in line elbow each other and
make fart noises, knocking candy off the racks. Ruth is overly aware of what everyone's arms
are doing. Her own are shaking.
Ruth says she's sorry, but she isn't sorry at all. (Not about this, at least.)
The cashier smacks the no sale button with one indifferent manicured nail. She
sweeps Ruth's intended purchases aside, but hands her the receipt.
When Ruth returns from the EZ Shop, she stops outside the trailer to smoke the last
menthol. She can hear Case through the trailer walls. He always smacks his lips. She can
imagine his lips, tongue, and mouth engaged in the gristle of chicken wings. She considers
the grand options of sitting inside the place she hates or sitting outside the place she hates.
Ruth knows no one every really plans to end up where they end up. But somehow, her
situation seems more unfair. Ruth knows she's worked hard. Sowhat if shestopped believing
in a kind and merciful god the day a saggy-jawed judge ordered the bank to seize her home
(her lovely little home). Still, she lists her vices andweighs them against her virtues as if it is
isn't too late to negotiate a second-rate bargain with the Almighty's assistant. She smokes,
but she donates to the American Lung Association. She hales Case's trailer, but she often
scrubs at the stain in the toilet. She should have never married Gerald, with the signs ofhis
illness all there like gleaming legtraps, but shehad Mikey. One year ago, sheclaimed an
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extra two hours on her limecard, but she spent the money on flowers for her birthday. It had
been so damn long since she'd gotten a gift. (From anybody.)
Gerald had given her gifts, but mostly they were odd and erratic, just so slightly not
normal that Ruth never knew quite how to react. The box of pre-butiered Belgian waffles, for
example, or the papershredder (good for overdue bills), or the set of threefrowning pirate
heads carved from a soft, dull wood. Those gifts had been given in the later years, when Ruth
was realizing she needed to get away. But beforeMikeywas bom, Gerald had given her rings
-engagement, wedding, and three more, on her birthday,Valentine's Day, and New Year's
Eve. She still had them. (Rings can't be thrown away. They are primal.)
On her second day of vacation, Ruth drives up and down a dingy street, trying to
figure out which storefront is for the pawnbroker. The little shop is upstairs, no more than a
guy on a folding chair behind scratchedjewelry cases. Ruth has made up her mind. (This
needs to happen.) She pulls the five rings from her pocket, but holds the wedding and
engagement rings. She slides the other three to the buyer, who tilts them under a lens pressed
to his eye. He offers $30, total, and Ruth can't disguise her disappointment. She tells him
she's sure her ex-husband probably paid $100 for each, and if only she had the receipts. The
guy says no, have to figure cleaning and resetting and they've devalued with age, and even
though the gems are genuine - an opal, an emerald, and amethyst - they are too small by
today's standards. Ruth is glad the other rings are safe, hidden, still hers. She doesn't want to
know how much they are really worth. (Knowing is not half the battle.)
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EZ Shop #585
207 High Street
7-10-99
Your cashier was Reggie.
EZ is Y2K complianl. stock
up with jerky!
12oz. Fresca 1.09
Lay's Chips 1.99
Picante Salsa 1.19
Starkist tuna .36
Ragu spag/mush 1.85
bagel .35
Asli champagne 17.99
cupcakes 2.99
slstax .26
TOTAL 28.07
CASH 30.00
CHANGE 1.93
Outside the EZ Shop, Ruth feels absolutely mortified. She wonders what Gerald is
doing right now, wherever he is. Ruth wants to call him, collect, and tell himwhat she's just
done. She wants the news to hurt him. She's sorry she wants to hurt him, but she knows she
never does anything for herself anymore. (Could be primal.)
July 10, 1999
DearMikey,
I should stopcalling you Mikey - you're all grown up now. I wish you would senda
picture. Just get one ofthose disposable cameras. You don't even have to develop it. Case
and I are fine. I'm still working on that nest egg, tobuy back the home. The greenhouse is
steady, not paying too well now, because ofsummer. I take home all the damaged plants,
which Case hales. You never saw his eagle collection - he's got the stupid trinkets all over,
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and he doesn't move them, even when I'm standing there with a box of plants that need a
sunny place. 1went by our home yesterday. Do you have Case's address, so you can reach
me? Mail's no longer forwarded. Been loo long, I guess. Remember the sunflowers from thai
one summer?
Dear Mikey,
1won't remind you that my birthday is tomorrow - of course you've remembered and
sent me a card, with a picture. J have the day off. Bought some cupcakes, that way 1don't
have to put fifty candles on a cake. Have you seen those new double-wide trailers? Case
should get one, but he doesn't care. I mean, 1would get one, but I'd rather stick it out here
and start .setting more money aside to get our home back. Soon. That was my promise.
Dear Mikey,
Bipolar. That's what they called it. One word for enough mood swings to make a
variety show. If I had known, if I hadn't married Gerald, who would you be?
Dear Mikey,
If you ever have a girlfriend, one you reallywant to marry, ask her what she would do
with the rings if she left you, on bad terms. Really bad terms.
Dear Mikey,
Do you keepyou bathroom clean, wherever you are?
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Dear Mikey.
None of this was ever supposed to happen.
Ruth drinks champagne from a chipped Ronald Reagan mug. She starts five more
letters to Mikey. In the end, she throws them away. She has no idea where Mikey lives now.
On the morning of her fiftieth birthday, Ruth stands outside Case's trailer, holding a
plastic goblet brimming with flat champagne. She has just eaten a cupcake. Case has just
mowed his swath of lawn. She downs what's left of the champagne, then hurls the goblet at
the eagle wind vanes. She misses. Ruth once heard on a talk show that making lists was a
therapeutic way to overcome lough situations. With a new pen, she makes a list in her
notebook:
Things not to mow, and how to avoid mowing them:
bare feet; wear shoes
plastic trucks; kick them aside, preferably into the street
silverware; don't throw it out the window the night before
trash; get better cans
stumps; don't cut down trees
worms; doesn't matter, they grow back
rabbits; get a cat
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cats; get a dog, but keep it out of the trash
tomato plants; open your eyes, the garden isn't a lawn, don'i tell me they looked like weeds -
Case, you are dumb and you care aboutnothing.
For lunch, Ruth eats another cupcake. She hadplanned to offeroneto Case, but after
he mowed her tomatoes to stubs, she decided against kindness. (Survival is primal.) She
announces she is going toWoolworth's lo buy lotion. She nurses the chugging car across
town and stops onedriveaway from herold home.
She sits in the hot car, windows up, hands on knees, palms like warmdough. The
neighborhood isa wholesome green today, more lush than Ruth remembers. Her home ison
the right, a simple square with awhite front door, a garage, grass needing a cut (ought tocall
Case). She leaves the car and approaches.
She has to check the mailbox.
Her perennials are still alive, some blooming, all still battling weeds. The arch of
fountain grass by the front steps is glorious, soshe threads her hands through theblades. Ruth
and Mikey planted that one. Ruth promised him it would grow back, even if someone mowed
it. But no one mows nice grass like fountain grass.
Gerald never cared much for Ruth's plants, so Ruth used to do crazy stuff in the
backyard, with Mikey. They planted jungles of flower beds, setup a bird bath and a rather
tacky trellis of redhummingbird feeders, lined pathswith glass bottles filled with bright
aquarium gravel. Once, on a bad night, Ruth whispered toMikey tohide in the backyard, and
he did. When Gerald calmed and dozed deeply on the couch, Ruth foundMikey under the
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peony bushes. His eyes were wide, adjusted to the dark. He told Ruth he'd seen a raccoon
family. Ruth hushed him, sat him on the back steps, and found stale bread in the kitchen.
They waited. The raccoons - one grown, three young, circled the edge of the yard. Ruth and
Mikey tossed bread. The raccoons dodged and chattered, grabbing the chunks with black
hands, dashing for trees when they heard something Ruth and Mikey couldn't. Mikey
whispered that he was glad he had come outside to hide.
Ruth needs to check her mailbox.
It is empty. Very empty. Empty in the sense that it hasn't felt the edges of envelopes
for a long time. Empty in the sense that Mikey probably never sent her letters.
Ruth glances in her front window, which is not a bay window. She wants to see what
the new people have done with the place.
But it's empty, like the mailbox.
Ruth had suspicions no one was living there - sitting in her car over the last year,
she'd never seen anyone come or go, but she rationalized the new owners worked odd hours
or were invalids or vacationed often. When she'd left her home, car packed for Case's, she'd
felt the placewas like a dead friend. But now, seeingemptiness framed, emptiness made real,
Ruth knows the home is more like an vacant coffin - robbed and mistreated {and never
designed to be empty for long).
The family room is like a photograph of the ice barrens after the polar bears have left,
a photograph that has meaning only if you've seen the rest of theshots, and the meaning, like
being primal, is more than Ruth ever thought it would be.
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She tries the knob -- locked. Ai the latch, the door frame is soft under the white paint.
Ruth frowns and slides her fingers against the edge, imagines the rot like a vein through all
thewalls. She steps back, crouches, heaves hersmall shoulder at the space above the knob.
The door gives a fraction as a wet crack bolts up the door frame. She lunges again and the
door gives. Ruth and the hot trapped air do not know what to do. So the air slips out, curious,
and Ruth slips in.
On hands and knees, like little Mikey in the pantry, Ruth crawls across the living
room, through the kitchen, eyeing the walls, gathering ghosts likecubs. She feels safe on the
floor, below radar, below windows. She must scout evei^ room, she must be alert for other
bears, she must drag her knees through the dust that could be snow. (Even polar bears have
their reasons.) Ruth is alive with what could be, yet her home is only sorry empty hands, with
the faintest scent of dry smokeand newspaper and hot macaroni.
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ALGER WALKS THE LION
Before robbing the ZipTripconvenience store, Algerfeeds his lion warmbacon and
dry kibble. The lion eats slowly, letting Alger brush his tan mane. While Algercombs his
own silver hair, buttons his blueflannel shirt, and ties his blue flannel pajamabottoms, the
lion laps water from the toilet. Alger gets the nylon leash from the coat rack, and they walk
up town.
Alger lets the lion roam ahead. The lion's mane bounces lightly, brushing his ear tips
and rippling down his chest. His huge lawnypaws lift one-two one-two off the sidewalk.
Like a smile, his long tail curves and sways and the tuft at the end never touches the
sidewalk.
At the ZipTrip, Alger is delighted with the situation. A new clerk fumbles at the cash
register, and no one else is in the store. Alger holds the door for the lion.
The clerk stops his inventory of cigarettes to inform Alger that dogs aren't allowed in
the ZipTrip. Alger says he's aware of that and leads the lion to the coffee machine.
"Sir, you'll have to leave your dog outside." The clerk steps from behind thecounter,
holding a clipboard tightly with both hands. He approaches Alger and the lion, but the lion
swings his head around. The clerk pauses, but then takes acalculated step behind adisplay of
two liter bottles.
Alger watches the clerk watching the lion. "He isn't a dog," Alger says.
The clerk retreats to his space behind the counter. Quite satisfied, Alger gets himself
32 ounces ofcoffee and a bright yellow cupcake on a little white square ofcardboard because
today isWednesday. On Friday he'll try the jelly rolls. On Monday, he ate a banana creme
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cake, but he'd had that before. Monday he stole seven Caramello bars. He takes his selections
to the counter, tugging on the lion, who raises his nose to the wiener cooker and whines.
The clerk glances at the security cameras and tries again. "Whatever he is, you can't
bring him in here. No pets. Read the sign."
Alger relents because he knows he's already having grand luck with the lion. He
leaves his coffee and cupcake inside and leads the lion to the handicap parking space,
hooking his handicap parking permit from his Malibu on the lion's collar. The lion sits
attentively. Panting.
Back inside, the clerk rings up Alger's coffee and cupcake. Alger says he's not
paying. He bites half the yellow cupcake and chews it slowly with his mouth open. He looks
at the lion and the lion looks at him through the smudged glass door.
The clerk starts to dial the phone, then hangs up and offers one last time to let Alger
just pay and get out of here before he has to call the cops.
"I don't have to pay," Alger says. "I have a lion."
"That is not a lion," says the clerk. "I mean, from a distance, yeah, I guess you could
think he was a lion, but you bring the damn thing in here and he's just a shaved collie."
Alger swallows half his coffee in four loud gulps, even though it's hot. "So he doesn't
scare you?"
"Maybe when1saw him at first 1was like,whoa, what the hell is that, but 1really
wasn't scared scared,you know? I'd have to see like four or five all at once. A wholepride.
That might be scary."
Alger nods his head. "You're right. That would be scary."
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Alger is pretty sure the clerk is terrified. He crumbles the cupcake wrapper and stuffs
it in the donation can for some kid who has leukemia and no health insurance. He drains the
coffee and heads back for more, sliding his fingers along the shiny smooth rows of chocolate
bars and bubble gum.
Alger refills his coffee, remembering the trulynice things he'd stolen over his
lifetime. When his senses were keen and store security was so much more primitive, Alger
could steal anything—car batteries, neck ties, bestsellers in hardback, and hundreds of cans
of salmon during a ten year craving. He used to fill his trench coat pockets with handfuls of
screws before the hardware store went out of business. Once he made off with a tray of fresh
marzipan candy. And there were discount store impulse grabs, like a new hairbrush,
toothpaste, wart remover, and one time, a chaise lounge chair for his patio.
Lately, however, inconsistency has plagued Alger. The Caramello heist from Monday
was no problem, but just last week the ZipTrip manager caughthim withKrackle bars in his
socks. She didn't even call the police - just told him to cut it out and put the Krackle bars
back and do something constructive. Then she called him a senile jerk, accusing him of
drinking hot coffee too quickly alwayswearing those "nappy-ass flannels." Alger felt so
reprimanded he immediately replaced the Krackle bars and nearly apologized. But he didn't
apologize because he decided that next time, he'd bring the lion.
His coffee cup full, Alger decides he's done enough for one day. The clerk is stacking
newspapers by the door. Alger takes change from the leukemia boy jar - enough to pay for
his coffee and cupcake. The clerk, still stacking papers, hears the change drop on the counter
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and mumbles athank you. Alger eyes the display of jerky strips. His hands are hoi and the>
feel strong- Alger points to the lion. "You sure he doesn t scare you?
"No."The clerk looks down to hide a smirk, but Alger sees it.
The clerk continues, "Maybe you ought to get him on abig chain, or carry awhip, or
have him in an iron cage. Maybe you ought to get your head checked out." The clerk flashes a
mean grin and turns his back. Alger grabs ahandful of jerky sticks, slipping easily out into
the sun. He pats his thigh and the lion trots to his side.
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DEFENDALYZE:
THE TALE OF NAIL MAN
It was sadistic, really, not doing something about thewasps when Jig sawthe first few
picking their way across the shag carpet in the Blue Room. It wasn't like ignoring the
situation would make it any better - wasps shied from cold weather, craved warmth. They
always had and theyalways would.
There were four wasps at first, and soon Jigsaw three more, randomly, until she
spotted one wiggle through acrack at the back ofthe fireplace. Uncle Bolly suspected the
entire foundation was cracked. He said this over a tin of albacore tuna packed in spring water,
which he ate every morning, for the protein. Uncle Bolly was a body builder. Jig considered
him very good-looking, by uncle standards. Uncle Bolly wasn't much bigger than she, so she
could get him right in the dark eyes all the time, those wild cranberry browns under short
springy night hair. Jig often wanted to straddle his thighs while he did crunches and sit-ups
the wrong way, with his legs straight. Jig had come twice that way. She was pretty sure.
She'd just held her breath andUncleBolly neverknew.
That was the most Jig everwanted to do withUncleBolly, despite his rock-thick
triceps, because Uncle Bolly always smelled like tuna, a smell which made Jig sick in her
shoulders and tense in the neck. She also loved someone else.
"What should we do?" Jig had already smashed ten wasps with the bathroom scale.
"Hey, don't do that. You'll uncalibrate it," saidUncleBolly. He weighed 177 pounds.
"Wait. I'll get the vacuum."
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'it's in the Orange Room." Jig nailed another wasp. She wondered if they knew this
room was blue. Sapphire blue carpel, horizon blue walls, patriotic blue couch, a midnight
blue straight-backed chair no one ever used. Foggy blue candles on the hearth. A bluebird
suncatcher. Grandma blue artificial ivy. A reprint of something from Picasso's Blue Period,
hung with four academic blue tacks.
Uncle Boliy plugged in the vacuum, which was airplane gray with deep, dirty
scratches, like it had vacuumed trenches in a war. "Use this, for now. You can probably gel
them all." Then he added, "they'll probably leave, when they see the vacuum."
"What do they want?" asked Jig.
"Do we have any caulk?"
"You broke the caulk gun at Melda's poker night, remernber?" Jig saw a wasp and
reached for the vacuum's hose extension. It roared, sucking the air. The wasp raised her
wings in a V, arched her back, her long abdomen dipping to the carpet. She cocked her head
at the tube. There was no resistance ~ the wasp rattled away, past the hellacious grind of the
motor, and was launched into the bag.
"See?" said Uncle Bolly.
Jig had the undeniable hots for Ms. Cyan, her an teacher. Ms. Cyan was slick and thin
as a candle, with fingers so bony Jig could see the joints and the cold looseness of the metal
ring on her right pinkie. Ms. Cyan wore a dusty sport jacket and a pleated caramel skirt.
Everyday. Different shoes, though. Jig imaginedMs. Cyan in only shoes. She smelled like
egg nog. Ms. Cyan had a glass eye andhad given Jig "A's" on her first three assignments in
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Independent Art Study, period eight. Jig saw these grades as boundless flirtation. So she
made splendid efforts to look only in Ms. Cyan's real eye.
Jig's first project had been aportrait of ameerkat wearing the Crown Jewels of
Scotland. Charcoal on sunburst orange construction paper. The jewels had been difficult. Ms.
Cyan commented, "Provocative! Is that aprairie dog?" under the "A." Encouraged, Jig then
completed atwo-point perspective color pencil rendition of Devil's Tower covered in kudzu
vine. She mostly used the green pencil. Returning the drawing, Ms. Cyan said "Earthy.
Strength." Absolutely charged, Jig began her third project, the papier-mSche macaroni and
cheese dinner with acomplete setting of silverware. Another "A." Ms. Cyan said it was good
enough to pass as camera-quality commercial macaroni and cheese. She displayed it in the
trophy case next to the soup vending machine.
Today, Jig started awatercolor of wasps courting their queen. She was going to use
all shades ofred. For passion. Ms. Cyan would know. While Jig flipped through Nature
magazines for wasp pictures, Ms. Cyan was using astraw from the cafeteria to inflate a
sheep's bladder. She was on aLittle House on the Prairie kick. She claimed Laura Ingalls
played exclusively with the finest sheep bladder balls, and what aforgotten pastime that was.
"Jig, it's safer than plastic," she said. Right away. Jig didn't like the ball because it was a
bladder and it had veins. Ms. Cyan tied the bladder with a shimmering sparkly-gold string.
Jig hadn't found any wasp pictures. But she did have wasps at home. When Ms. Cyan
suddenly covered her glass eye and excused herself. Jig untied the ball, pocketing the gold
string. Air eased from the bladder. When Ms. Cyan returned, she balked at the bladder. "Jig,
who brought this while I was gone?"
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Jig twiddled her pencil. "Grizzly Adams."
"Oh. Did you tell him thanks? 1 still haven't thanked him for the vinegar.''
Jig knew, but no one knew she knew, that Ms. Cyan and Uncle Bolly had been
meeting at the bakery to buy each other Dutch letters, always m's and o's sprinkled with tea-
colored raw cane sugar. They ate the letters and Jig, pretending to browse in the video rental
store across the street, never saw them say anything. They watched each other a lot. Jig
watched Ms. Cyan watching Uncle Bolly. TTie first time, when they left, Jig sat at their table
and pressed her fingertips against the crumbs. She bought an "m" and tasted it and
understood. The light pastry hid a brown trail of almond paste.
She bought an "o" for Ms. Cyan and offered it to her the next day. Ms. Cyan slipped it
onto her wrist, yapping about how much she Jiked dough jewelry. She said it was affordable
and under-used. Jig frowned. She bought an "m" for Uncle Bolly and he said he didn't eat
pasta, even with sugar.
The kitchen was not a color. Jig ate two bowls of Apple Jacks, no milk. She stared at
a wasp crawling up this side of the Blue Room's closed door. Uncle Bolly was not home, but
on the table he'd left a crusting dish of baking soda mixed with water. Jig wondered where he
got stung. Did bees have bladders? And wasps? Bees were their sound. Wasps were their
motion. Jig finished her Apple Jacks and entered the Blue Room. She took the cordless
phone, dialed 555-2926. Ms. Cyan. Home number. No answer.
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Jig imagined Ms. Cyan would love the wasps, now covering the hearth, spreading like
tendrils, just crawling, testing, swiveling heads and v-ing wings, because they were like
spontaneous changing an. They didn't seem to care about the vacuum. Jig could see words in
her head sometimes, like a scroll, a tough language, and now she saw words and heard Ms.
Cyan: Their order is hymenoptera, and yes, that's hymen you see, and isn't it wrong that
three-fifths of that is men. It gets worse. Female insects have an ovipositor, an egg canal, but
with wasps, with bees, there is a modification. There's the stinger. The females are modified
so they can sting. Alone, they sting to paralyze, in groups they sting to defend. Defendalyze...
Jig sat cross-legged and listened for the language of wasps. If she could ask them
questions, she would ask. What's your favorite color. What do you hear, and What made one
of you sting Uncle Bolly?
Uncle Bolly brought home a case of epinephrine needles. "You get stung, you can't
breathe, jam one into your thigh. You have to hit a muscle." He paused, looking himself over,
mumbling, "That won't be hard for me." He took a wind-up kitchen timer from his pocket.
"Keep doing it every fifteen minutes until help comes." This was when Jig began to think
Uncle Bolly was not the longest word in the book. Jig wanted to inject a wasp with
epinephrine. Just to see. She'd invite Ms. Cyan to watch. Jig thought of a brilliant retort to
Uncle Bolly: "I won't discuss your flawed theological reasoning." Defendalyze.
Last spring, Jig had been planting narcissus bulbs with Uncle Bolly when she
unearthed the Nail Man.Hewas a rusted exoskeleton of welded nails. Walking. Head titled.
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Folk art gone industrial. "Oh, that," said Uncle Bolly. "1 thought someone stole Nail Man,
maybe Melda. 1wonder how hegotburied?"
Jig wished Uncle Bolly's life was a neat collection ofencyclopedias, soshe could
avoid this conversation and look up the Nail Man entry. Instead, she had to ask. "Tell me why
NailMan isn't just like a pair of rusty scissors " she said.
Uncle Bolly frowned and pawed through the brown bulb bag. "Are we out ofbulbs
already?"
Jigput Nail Man in the empty bag and took him toMs. Cyan, who at that time was
teaching Jig in "Ceramics 1-2-3!" the third period art class. Ms. Cyan touched two fmgers to
her lips and whispered, "Can I have this?" Jig nodded. Then she said, "I made it for you." Jig
was sure that was how the relationship started. That was when Jig got a rush from being
reckless. Ms. Cyan still kept Nail Man in her second-to-the-top drawer, with the saline
solution and a large pouch of Pemmican Teriyaki Jerky, mild. Sometimes, Jig would spy Ms.
Cyan sitting quietly at her desk, grading, with her left hand down in the drawer, resting on
Nail Man. Once, when Jig was at the desk asking a question, she sawthatMs. Cyan had
filled Nail Man's rib cage with jerky bits.
Jig deposited the box ofepinephrine in the Blue Room. Wasps were heading up the
walls, licking blue. Bees smelled like cinnamon, but wasps smelled like paint. Jig laid onher
stomach, nose to nosewith a wasp. It considered. Wings V'ed. It raised one tiny foreleg, like
a brave horse, combing the air from Jig's nose. Jig knew she could eat it, right now, one snap,
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the turtle and the fly. Ifshe did it right, it wouldn't sting. Other animals did it. The wasp
angled away, not sure. It remembered dreams of being eaten by asilver blue king fisher.
"You want lime for dinner?" Uncle Bolly was behind her with broccoli in one hand
and the vacuum hose in the other.
"Lime?"
"They were two for a dollar, so I bought ten. They're ripe."
Jig considered. Wasps prowled on her hands, and she liked the tickle of their legs.
Uncle Bolly sucked them up with the hose. "1 put insulation in the vacuum bag, so they can't
get out," he said. "One got out and stung me. 1was in the Orange Room. Inner thigh. Got in
my pants. Kinda hurts."
"I don't want lime. How do you know the wasp got out of the Blue Room instead of
just coming from another room?" Jig unplugged the Hoover. Atiny wasp wiggled out of the
socket. She didn't tell Uncle Bolly.
"OK then," he said. "Limes for you and a mna steak for me."
Two midnights later, the Blue Room and the uncolor kitchen were covered with
wasps. Jig and Uncle Bolly sat at the kitchen table with an industrial-sized box of baking
soda and bottles of water and a baking sheet. They would make upnew batches of soda and
water, just in case, but stinging never started. The box of epinephrine was in the Blue Room,
alive with wasps. Uncle Bolly kept talking about going to get it, but was worried he wouldn't
be able to lift it. He said the tuna hadn't been working since the wasps came.
"1love somebody," said Jig. Her lips still hurt from all the limes.
9?
Uncle Bolly was writing words in the baking soda with his finger. Apology. Sharp.
Sweet. Muscle.
"It'sMs. Cyan. From school. She has Nail Man." The wasps started buzzing, moving
faster. "She gave me an 'A' on my wasp watercolor. She said 'Beautiful bees! Such African
colors!'" Jig stretched her legs, smearing unlucky wasps under her shoes. Uncle Bolly didn't
react. Jig tried again. "Ms. Cyan. The lady you meet at the bakery. My art teacher. I love her.
1gave her your Nail Man and she stuffs his chest with dried muscles."
"We should get out ofhere," said Uncle Bolly, with a spark ofalertness in his eyes.
"How long have these wasps been here? My God. This is dangerous. Where s the dog?
Jig considered this carefully. They didn't have adog. "1 gave the dog to Ms. Cyan."
"Was it stung?" Uncle Bolly twisted his hands. Hard. Jig was startled to see the skin
tear across the back of his hand. His liquids were thick like marinade. He twisted his hands
the other way, and the tear was gone.
"Yes. Many times. Ms. Cyan knows how to treat stings and remove stingers. With
turpentine and almondpaste."
"Good." Uncle Bolly relaxed in his chair. He dumped the entire box ofbaking soda
into his lap.
Jig rose and crunched on wasps to the Blue Room door. She brushed them from the
knob. They started to swarm, wings like razors. Jig kicked the epinephrine case to startle the
mass. They tomadoed into her face, her hair. She started up the vacuum, swinging the silver
hose like abayonet. She stabbed into the wasp-heavy air, grabbing epinephrine needles with
her free hand and jabbing them hard into her thigh. She moved through the Blue Room
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purposefully, the vacuum motor buzzing higher and higher as wasps filled its stomach. Jig
was going to catch them all. clean the house for good, show Uncle Bolly what you were
supposed 10 do when stinging insects ruined your life. She'd have this place clean in no lime.
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"Makers of gardens often talk about how they are trying to re-create in their adult gardens the
gardens they remember from their childhood."
Mara Miller, The Garden as an Art, page 172
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